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Gov. Wallace Vows To
I)*Kennedy On Troops

Jim Crow Way
To Stay, Says
Jackson Mayor

MONTGOMERY, Ala. —
(UPI) — Gov. George Wallace indicated he may go
to court in a last-ditch fight
to keep Federal troops out

cited by Kennedy in October riotcontrol forces."
when in intervened in the Ox- He
said this was because it
ford, Miss., rioting, and by
continued to be his hope, as he
President Dwight D. Eisenhow- said
Sunday night, that "the
er in 19a7 when he sent troops
citizens of Birmingham themto Little Rock, Ark.
selves
will maintain standards
of racially-troubled Birming- The chief
executive said that of responsible
ham.
conduct that will
"no final action has been takmake
outside intervention un"We have plans to get them en" toward
actual
use
of
these
necessa
ry."
JACKSON, Miss.—(UPI) city authorities. Thompson
out," the segregationist governor said. "They are here
Mayor Allen Thompson said "there will be meeting
illegally."
warned in a special broad- with the NAACP or any other
Wallace referred to 3,000
cast that Jackson is a target Such group and there will be
riot-trained combat-equipped
of "racial agitators" but no bi-racial committee set up."
soldiers moved into Maxwell
vowed that segregation and The Mayor said he would be
AFB in Montgomery and Ft.
happy to meet
"responsi•
peace
would be preserved. ble local Negrowith
McClellan, near Anniston durleaders."
The
Mayor's
televisi
on
and
ing the night.
Minutes after his address.
STRATEGISTS
radio speech and an earlier
Wallace accused President
the NAACP sent telegrams
In turbulent Birmingham, the Rev. Dr.
meeting he had with business
so far, and at left, former heavyweight
Kennedy of threatening to
seeking equal time on televi•
Martin Luther King receives two Eastern
leaders were prompted by rachamp Floyd Patterson listens in. The Rev,
send the soldiers to Birmingsion and radio.
cial violence in other Southern
visitors who flew into the steel-producing
ham to "enforce a worthless
Ralph
D.
Abernat
hy (second from left),
Medgar Evers, State NAACP
NEWARK, N. J. — Newark air terminal he
cities and by a weekend warncity to help the famed cleric In his civil
display.
',agreement made by a so-calltreasurer of the Southern Christian Leadfield secretary, issued a stateed his Hight fist and there was
ing from the National Associarights struggle. Ex-hirseball great and Chied hi-racial committee" which (UPI) — Former heavyment saying Thompson's reership Conference, joins in conversation.
only a scar remaining from
tion for the Advahcemnt of
he said had no legal status. weight Champion Floyd
cago Defender columnist Jackie Robinson
marks "do not in any way
Scene was .1 t a large rally held In a local
where a callous was removed by
Colored People (NAACP) that
The agreement to gradually Patterson
is
briefed by Dr. King as to the situation
alter our positions." Evers
church
and former ma- surgery recently.
it would march, boycott, picket
desegregate department stores
charged that Thompson tart*
and file lawsuits if necessary
in down-town Birmingham jor league baseball star He and Liston are sched lea
speaking "for his political in
to end racial segregation in
i
was announced last Friday by Jackie
Robinson flew to Birm• for a 15-round fight at Las
teresta alone and without reVegas, Nev., July 22.
Jackson.
integration
leader
gard to the economic health
Martin ngham, Ala., to participate in
Thompson said on the broad- and
Included in the party with
"demonstrations"
Luther King Jr.
stability of the Jackson
cast that "turbulent times" lie commun
Patterson and Robinson west?'
Wallace, showing the strain They were accompa
ity."
nied by Attorne
ahead. "Jackson," he said, "has
y Julius. November, Patof long talks into the night, eight friends and associat
Thomps
on said the city "will
es.
been designated as one of the
terson's advisor; Dan Elorio
said, "We are thinking about Patterson said, before
not permit any unlawful demboard- and Buster
target cities of the racial agiand discussing legal methods" ing a jet plane: "I expect
Watson, Floyd's
onstrat
ions or actions."
to
tators." But he said. "there will
of keeping the troops out of return by tonight unless some- trainers; Mickey Allen, a singIn the meeting with busi:
be no change in our policies."
the city.
thing happens—unless I get ar- er protege of Floyd; Randolph
nessmen. he said the city is
De Chabert. a business assoHe urged that Negroes "reThe defiant governor met rested."
"ready for trouble."
fuse to pay attention to these
ciate of Robinson's; the Rev.
for hours with several mem- Floyd, of
"We're not going to put up
Yonkers, N. Y., said William
outside
agitators who are in- with what has
A• Epps
bers of a group of top consti- his return
happened In
title fight with diem- the St. Phillips Jr., pastor ot
terested
only in getting money other cities,"
Baptist church
tutional lawyers — members ly that he will
he said.
begin training for of Staten Island,
out of you." He called for
of the state bar association's ha return
N.
Y.,
and
The
annual
member
ship
Peace
drive
will
be
preserved, he
title fight with cham• Leon Lewis,
whites to be "tolerant and sina radio announcer of the Abe Scharff Branch
committee on constitutional pion Sonny Liston,
said, by 300 policemen with
'as soon as for station WWRL, New
cere" and to settle problems
government and state sover- I get back."
Yore, YMCA, which had been schedhelp—if necessary—from auxiand Bill Stephenson, a feature
peacefully.
eignty.
uled to end April 29, has been
liary police, firemen, sheriffs
At a news conference in the writer
of the Toronto Star.
The NAACP had suggested officers
"There is no precedent for
extended to May 18, announces
, highway patrolmen
meeting
of
its leaders with and national
use of Federal national milithe generalchairman of the
guardsmen.
tary tisams to enforce an alBIRMINGHAM, Ala. — resolve their current prables.
drive, Cornell Wells.
leged agreement by unauthorThe city was quiet except for
Less than half of the goal (UPI) — Federal observers
mized, anonymous individuals
has been reached.
said today they felt the the arrest of a white picket
in secrecy without
A full list of all cegitribu- local racial situation was who turned up outside a build- I
authority of any duely constiing where the Army hoe set.
Bons in the drive will be made "improving," but
s
that the up its comman
tubed officials," Wallace's teleavailable immedately after the troops would remain.
d post.
gram to the president said. I
final tabulation, said Branch
Justice Department aid Ed- Police identified the picket'
•
•
•
Y officials. The board of man- win
Guthman said despite as Jerry Dutton, a member oil
WASHINGTON — (UPI) Twenty-five Negro Baptist The current campaign will
agement is currently consideasing
be
of tensions the situation the National States Right Par- 1
— President Kennedy ap- Laymen will form the nucleus conducted among
white and ering a new approach to im- here was "capable of trouble ty. He has arrested and chargproving the public relations of
pealed to Alabama Gov. of a group which
ed with parading with a perdeveloping quickly."
will make Negro businesses and individthe branch.
George C. Wallace for his personal calls
Guthman reported that mit.
and visits in be- uals.
"constructive cooperation" half of the 1963 Support Effort Owen College is operated by
Burke Marshall, the depart- Two white youths were cut,
so that Federal troops will not
Negroes of the Tennessee Bapment's top trouble shooter in with knives and a Negro was
for Owen College.
have to be used to maintain
tist Missionary and Educational
the civil rights field, had re- wounded by a pellet gun during'
law and order in Birmingham. Solicitations will be made Convention, which last year
turned to Washington to give isolated clashes on Birming- i
The President in effect re- between May 15 and June 15. gave $58.000 for the Colleg/.
Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy ham's streets.
jected Wallace's contention in Goal for the effort is 625,000. Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor of Meta first-hand report on the sitState troopers patrolled the
a telegram Sunday night that Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, pas- ropolitan Baptist church, arcl
uation.
streets while a small detachKennedy had no authority to tor of the Mt. Moriah Baptist for whom the School is named.
"Mr. Marshall's feeling in ment of Federal troops maindispatch federal troops to church, is general chairman of is'
,resident of the Convention
this is that the atmosphere is tained an observation post in
the drive. He is also a trustee
Alabama
About half of other gifts
improving," Guthman told a the federal building here.
"I would be derelict in my of Owen college and chairman totaling $12,000 were also mad.
news conference of about 40 The incidents were scattered
JAMES H. MEREDITH
duty if I did not take the pre- of the finance committee of the by Negroes.
CONSTANCE B. MOTLEY
reporters. So many newsmen and there was no recurrence
liminary steps announced last trustee board.
"Owen College deserves tb.
were on hand that the con- of the weekend rioting.
Other members of the gener- support of Memphis because
night," the President said in
ference had to be moved to a
MASS MEETING
a 250-word telegram to Wal- al committee are: Carl Carson, of the contribution it is makins
larger room in the local post
H. A. Gilliam, Sr., B. L. Hooks, to the total community. It
mace in Montgomery,. Ala.
Martin Luther King, jr., apoffice building.
pealed to members of his race
Kennedy told Wallace that Samuel Peace and Rabi James serves more than 300 students
JFK OPTIMISTIC
congress has given Presidents A. Wax.
80 per cent of Memphis," said
Shortly after the conference at a mass meeting "to be Calm
authority to suppress domestic The money
broke up, word came from and retain our commitment to
raised in the ef- Rev. Norsworthy.
violence by any means they fort will be
Washington the President was non-violence.
used to balance the Mt. Moriah Baptist Church
see fit.
"cautiously optimistic" local "We can't win
meeting
current budget and to increase is the second largest contribuIt is up to the President to fringe benefits
CORNELL WELLS
authorities would be 'able to violence with violence," he
for instructional tor to Owen College, giving
A nationally known civil the
decide whether action is need- personne
$2.000 annually.
said. "If there is any blood
NAACP Legal Defense
l..
ed and whether state authorOwen College opened in 1954
spilled in the streets, let it be rights lawyer and the only Fund,
including
Memphis
"The
annual
budget
Negro
of
Owen with 33 students. The School is
ities are providing inadequate
student at the Univer- School Desegre
our blood."
gation case. At•
college
sity
is
$240,00
of
said
0"
Mississippi have been ty. Motley
Rev. fully accredited by the Southprotection to their citizens,
One
has also representwhite youth, J. W. Bur- singled
Norsworthy, "and 95 per cent ern Association
out by the Memphis ed numero
Kennedy said.
of Colleges and
gess. 18. was treated at a hosus Negro plaintiffs
of this is supplied by Negroes". Schools.
Branch NAACP to be honored
CITES PRECEDENTS
in public housing cases. She
pital for a deep gash on his here.
The President said he still
was also counsel for Negro
arm. He told police he and
Mrs. Constance Baker Mothopes Birmingham citizens will
plaintiffs in the Jackson, Miss,
another youth, Richard Hite, ley,
new
A
slate
officers
of
McWill
was
a
iams
Walker
lawyer,
, was electand James II. transporation
behave responsibly and "make
facilities case
tele- Meredith are
elected to direct the Bluff City ed to a two-year presidential 17, were standing in
scheduled to be which resulted
outside intervention unnecesphone booth near his home
in desegregatEducati
Associat
on
Saturion
term
honored
the
of
organiza
during
tion.
a mass meeting ing railroad and
sary."
when
a
group of Negroes drove to commem
bus terminals
day at Booker T. Washington Long-time treasurer, E. C.
orate the Supreme and local
Wallace had urged the Presby,
buses
cursed
them, returned and Court's
in Jackson.
high school.
Jones announced his own inSchool Case decision,
ident to leave the entire matbeat
them
with sticks and planned for
Tuesday, May 21 at In 1962, Mrs. Motley argued
ter of racial strife in BirmingSelected to head the 1,200 eligibility for re-election to the slashed him. Police
said Hite Metropolitan
Baptist Church, Turner v. City of Memphis
member local public teachers office of treasurer, because of was stabbed
ham in the hands of local au.
before the U. S. Supreme Court,
767 Walker Ave., at 8 p.m.
organization was Nat D. Wil- the organization's constitutionthorities. "We have sufficient
Meredith is being honored a case which resulted in deliams, faculty member at al provision that no officer SHOT IN FACE
state and local forces" to
Booker T. Washington high should serve more than two Prince Green, 53, a Negro, for "his contribution to the segregating the Dobbs House
handle the situation," Wallace
school and well-known news- consecutive terms. The same was hospitalized in fair - con- cause of freedom by his heroic restaurant in the Memphis Airhad said. "The situation is well
in hand' and law and order
paper and radio personality. was true in the case of A. B. dition with a pellet wound on and historic entry into Ole port terminal.
Owen Jr.. principal of Porter his face. Green said he
Awards will be made to local
prevail."
was Miss." Mrs. Motley, associate
Other officers include: Mrs.
Junior high school, who held emerging from a store when counsel of the National NAAS- Branch members for outstandKennedy reminded Wallace
Ruby Spight of Florida school,
the office of financial secre- a car containing three white CP Legal Defense and Educa- ing contributions to the Branch
that several Presidents before
first vice president; Mrs. Felitary.
tional Fund, Inc., is being hon- and for unusual performance in
youths drove by.
him had invoked a statute givcia Sartain, Lester school, vice
ored "tor legal contributions to the current Spring Membering the chief executive power
president, heading tha senior The grouo nresent Saturday
"I felt a terrible smack on
the cause of freedom." She is ship Campaign.
also approved of a suggestion the jaw and
to use armed forces to suppress
high school department of the
I
just
felt
numb
domestic violence that violates
Association; M r s. Mildred that the group appoint an exec- all over," he said. Hospital at- expected to deliver the mai') The public is invited to ataddress that night.
constitutional rights.
tend the NAACP's annual celeHorne, Lincoln Junior high utive secretary to direct the tendants removed a 1-4 inch
That statute, Section 333 of
school, heading the junior high affairs of the organiration. A metal slug from his left jaw. Since I1i46 Mrs. Motley has bration. Music will be furnishworked
committ
on
all
ee
the
to
secure such a Police had no comment.
major selsosl ed by the Pentecostal Temple
Title 10 of the U.S. Code,'was
school department; Mrs. Lillian
segregation cases supported by Sanctuary choir.
Crowder. of Carnes school, vice secretary was named.
Heavily armed state troopers
president, heading the interand local police have patrolled
mediate department; M r s.
the streets since the bombing
Parker Pate, Hyde Park school,
of Rev. A. D. King's home and
vice president in charge of the
the Gaston motel touched off
primary department; M r s.
six hours of racial rioting that
Maudine Seward, Lester
left 24 persons injured.
Booker T. Washington PTA
school, recording secretary;
It was this violence that
will hold its last meeting of
Mrs. Fannie Johnson. Carnes
prompted President Kennedy
A city-wide march for mem- operation this
the school year by observing
May 17th march
school, assistant recording sec- The Memphi
"Family Night," May 20, at
s Area science to dispatch troops to Maxwell berships is being planned by will give the Membership CamStevens
retary:
Mrs
.
Air
Force
rani.
Base
in
Montgo
the
local
Fair
mery,
NAACP
Awards banquet has been
8:00 p.m., in the school audiBranch which paign a needed boost as the
principal of Florida school, set for Friday,
torium. Speaker for the ocMay 27 at 7 P.m. and Ft. McClellan at Anniston will take place on May 17, a drive enters its final stages.
financia
Pane
secretar
l
possible
Mrs.
for
y;
use
in
Birmin
red
letter
gham.
at
date
in
Universal Life cafetoria.
casion will be Rev. J. A. Mc- MISS
NAACP his- Additional Marchers are needDEBORAH JEFFERSON was crowned "Miss Syry
Austin, Dunn Avenue school, More than
tory. "It is felt that taking an ed in many
Daniel, pastor of Bethel Pres200 student win- SOFT PEDAL RIGHTS
areas. Volunteers
phony of 1963" during Porter Junior high school's annual
corresponding secretary; Leon ners,
NAACP
member
ship
byterian Church.
parents, high sehool faculon this are shed to call the NAACP
Meanwhile in Washington,
musical
German
concert
school,
Manaasa
,
,
held
high
s
the
at
date
school
(May
17)
last
week.
ty
She
is
the
is
a
Music will be furnished by
very con- office (JA 5-6057) immediately.
members and other guests D. C., President Kenned
y dis- crete way of commem
treasurer; Rev. Edward Currie, are exorcta
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Raker of 906 Polk Ave.
orating "All citizens are urged to
the
Foote-Clayborn
d at the annual af- cussed the Birmingham
Homes
crisis the date on which the Suprem
Manassas, chaplain; Mrs. Annie fair.
An honor student. Miss Jefferson. Is a member of the
Rh chorus, under direction of Same support those who are willing
The Science Fair Is spon- with Democratic Congressional
Naylor. Sh,nnon school, par- sored
Court handed down the far to March For Freedo
National Honor Society, senior band, vice presiden of her
!
uel Spann. All parents and
by the Uniervsal Life leaders and liberal Senator
m by
t
s of reaching decision in public eduliamentarian.
friends are urged to be present. class and a member of the student council. Runners-up
Ineuranee Company and the both parties said
taking membership in the NA•
they would cation referred to
William
s
been
tiad
who
•Tri
be
some
ACP.wh
—Mrs. Edna H. Webb, PTA
as
State Defender.
the title were Kenneth Williams, second place, and
en one of the marchers
move cautiously before firing the second
serving as interim president of Featured speaker
Emancipition Proc- comes to your door.
President
Mies Vivian Thornton. A. B. ()Wen, is. IR the
will te any civil rights4islation that lamaSio
princiPa
ln,"
complet
the
said
Associa
.the
the
jxecut
tion
to
ive
Rev.
D. Springer, Principal
"Mop-Up period
Fred Lofton. dean of stu- might trigger
(Photo by Books Bros.)
march
racial un- secretary, Mrs. Maxllie Smith.
term of the late Mrs. ',Villa dents at Owen
will be May
1
said Mrs.
college.
rest.
"With proper community co- Smith.

Patterson, Robinson
Fly To Birmingham

YMCA Drive Birmingh Ra
am
ce
h Extended • •
To may 18th Crisis 'Improving

lit Troops Stay

lirworking

Owen College To Seek
.
$25,000 In Public Drive

NAACP To Honor Meredith
Atty. Motley Here At
Annual Celebration May 21

Nat D.Williams Elected President
Of City Education Association

ip

BTW's PTA To Hold
Last Meeting May 20

Science Fair Awzrds
To Be Presented At
Banquet Friday

Membership March Planned
By NAACP For May 17-19
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Knowles, 2471' Calvert; girl,
.
Debra Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert /Nies,
544 Williams; girl, Janet Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Tolston,
17 E. Farrow; Apt. 15; girl,
Sheryl Renee.
May I
Mr. and Mrs. Vandervil T
Matthews, 261 E. Virginia; boy,
Richard Kerry.Kerry.
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL Mr. and Mrs. David Quarles, Mr. a n d Mrs. Kenneth
3566 Lanett rd.; boy, Victory Bradshaw, 1031 N. Seventh;
April 28
,
a boy.
Rydell.
Mr. ad Mrs. Charlie Burse,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Brax3510 Yokley; boy, Charlie Joe May 2
ton, 1208 Smith; boy, Anthony
111.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Taylor, Les.
April 27
3560 Millard rd.; boy, Cedric Mr. and Mrs. Edward Harris,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hall, 1671 Lynn.
1555 May; boy, Reuben TerenKansas, Apt. 2; girl, Shine Lai
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thomp- da.
Shaye.
son, 413 Argo rd.; girl, Marilyn
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown,
April 28
Jeanine.
1006 Xminie; boy, Kevin YoMr. and Mrs. George Wilkomis.
May 5
liams, 1103 N. Seventh; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Malone, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus WorkYolanda Venese.
man, 1642 S. Orleans; girl,
312 Lucy, a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. WhitKaren Lynita.
AT
ney, 2545 Legena rd.; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Glasner,
JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL 1566 Donald; boy, Kelvin MiAngela Renee.
April 29
nis.
May 4
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Walk- Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt D. Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Dicker, 3568 Millard; girl, Katie Jones. 2523 Vandale; b o y, erson. 1107 Pearce, Apt. 3; girl,
Henna.
Natalie Mesheal.
Wayne.
April 30
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hunt, May 10
Mr. and Mrs. James E. King, 324 Tillman; girl, Angela La. Mr. and Mrs. Quancy Brown,
640 S. Orleans; boy, Dwayne shelle.
854 Mason; a boy.
Eric.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleodis ReyMr. and Mrs. James B. PatMr. and Mrs. Cladiiis Lester, terson, 317 Pontotoc; boy, Sam. nolds, 744 Wells; girl, Daphne
1409 Humber; boy, Alvin An- uel Leroy.
Renee.
drew.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo M Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Otis L. Lottie,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd A. Mitch- 27 E. Raines; boy, Leo Maurice. 581 St. PAiil. sir' Tina 1..F5ve.
ell, 2109 S. Parkway east; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Pier-c. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. WilFloyd Alvin, Jr.
734 Olympic; boy, James An- son. 1452 May; girl, Ptosha
Mr. and Mrs. Robart K-1ly.
Radale.
thony.
2309 Carnes; boy, Robert Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Mae 1
1550 Marjorie; twin girls, Kar- Coleman, 1678 Orr; boy, Obit
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis, en and Sharen.
Tyrone.
1440 Hyde Park; girl, Rachel
Mr. and Mrs. Willis. L. Car- Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Gillard,
Ora.
penter, 248 Jones; girl, Char- 1350 Grand; girl, Mary Etta.
lotte Luzell.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Blackman, 681 Hanley; girl, Selene.
Maw 5
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Boyland, 969 Bingham; girl, Phil.
Workmen begin repairing side wall of Birmingham's Gaston Motel, Negro demonstrations in which buildings were burned, cars stoned and
lis Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl H. Catron. A lovely crowd of well wish- which was bombed after the home of the Rev. A. D. King was similarly burned. Wreckage in background is that of a trailer home company
1309 Hemlock; girl, Devetria ers and parents, watched with attacked. The Rev. Mr. King is the brother of integration leader which was levelled by the motel blast.
Rita.
principal and teachers, as 34 Martin Luther King, Jr The dual bombing also detonated massive
Mr. and Mrs . James A. happy young people marched
Bladye, 230 Wellington; girl, in to receive the well earned
Congregational Church at
Melony Elaine.
diplomas for four years of high
Lawrence,
Kan., and from 1938
Mr. and Mrs. Devoy Spencer, school work. The band under
to 1942 he was lecturer in
751 Louisa; girl, Delois.
Prof. Weldon played "Overchurch history in the School
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse W. Taylor, ture Militaire" followed by
of Religion, University of
736 Walker; girl, Debra Lynn. prayer by Rev. M. H. Burnett.
:Kansas.
May
Unusual in a school, there were
Mr. a n d Mrs. Raymond two valedictorians this year
Crawford, 2149 Hunter; a boy. Martha Coleman and Peggy
Mr. and Mrs_ George E. Guy, Donelson. Both of them spoke.
Commencement speaker for
The President's Reception
1422 Hyde Park; boy, SherMr. J. W. Casey, commerce
LeMoyne college's graduating for the graduates will be held
man.
instructor introduced Or, N. E.
class on June 3 will be Whit- on the east lawn following
Mr. and Mrs. Rosco Green, Vrippens of Tennessee A. and
ney M. Young Jr. of New baccalaureate services. The
691 Harrell; girl, Cynthia Den- I University, who gave the
York City, executive director alumni will entertain memise.
of the National Urban League. bers of the graduating class
main. address. He used as a
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis W. subject The Point of No Res-•-•
The baccalaureate sermon on in the Commons immediately
c••••
Wright, 259 Baltic; boy, Curtis turn." Members of the class
June 2 will be deliivered by after commencement.
Wilbert Jr.
Dr. Joseph Ferguson King, CHOIR TO SING
and all who listened were able
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wof- to get some valuable informalibrarian of the Chicago TheoMusic for baccalaureate and
ford, 723 Wells; boy, Michael tion as well as inspiration from
logical Seminary.
commencement will be furnLynn.
that easily understood message.
Both events will be held on ished by the LeMoyne choir
LIBERIAN VISITS TSU CAMPUS
Mr. and Mrs Melvin Rey- Mrs. Nelda Williams, class adhe campus in front of Brown- under direction of John WhitChief
Accountant
Jallah
Alan
of
Liberia's
B.
Bureau
of
nolds, 2304 Pratt; girl, Joyce visor. presented the class to
lee Hall, starting at 5:30 p.m. taker. Graduates will be inInternal Reveune and Customs, visited his alma mater,
Denise.
Registrar Margaret Bush- ducted into the Aumni Associthe superintendent, who in
Tennessee
university,
State
during his eight-month study
Mr. and Mrs. Ruffin Li turn presented the diplomas.
McWilliams estimates 90 sen- ation by Mrs. Ann L. WeathDavis 2167 Ball; a boy.
of American revenue problems and procedures, which has
ers, local president, during
iors will march.
Prof. A. P. Nunn was very
May 7
the commencement program.
appreciative of awards and pre- carried him to Washington. D. C., New York City, Boston,
Mr. and Mrs Henry E. Car- sentations in the form of schol- Baltimore and Madison, Wis., and shown with him are
The commencement speaker,
troops, he said, they will be
who became executive directer, 187 S. Manassas; boy, arships given by various organ- Dr. Malcom D. Williams, seated, dean of the School of
under command of Brig. Gen,
tor of the National Urban
Curtis Undre.
izations.
Education, and Dr. Louis H. Schuster, head of the UniverJohn T. Corley, assistant comLeague, Oct. 1, 1961, is a forMr. and Mrs. James L. JefFinal remarks by Prof. D. H. sity's Division of Business. Jaliah was graduated from
mander of the 2nd Infantry
DR. JOSEPH F. KING
mer dean of the Atlanta
ferson, 2235 Curry; boy, James Tuggle who for the past twelve
Division from Ft. Henning, Ga.
the school in 1954 with a degree in business administration.
School of Social Work.
Anthony.
years has served as principal,
AGREEMENT HOLM,
He did his undergraduate
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Dib- but retires this year.
Dr. Martin Luther King jr., work
at Kentucky State Colrell, 1988 Carver; a girl.
he Gloxinia Art and Garden
said that he still considers last lege, holds
the master's degree
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie J. Harris. Club met in the home of Mrs.
week's racial agreement still in in social work from
437 Foote pk.; boy, Vincent Nell Bryson with Miss Mary
Univerfull effect.
sity
of
Minnesota
and has
Bernard.
Rawls as co-hostess. Mrs. McSidney
Smyer,
businessstudied
a
at
Harvard.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Fletch- Kinney gave a beautiful deman who headed the white HAS PASTORED
er. 2267 Shasta; boy. Dale.
votion after which business
side of the bi-racial committee Dr. King holds the
May II
A.B.
was conducted under the presMr. and Mrs Allen Frank- ident's outline.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — with leaders of white and Ne- which negotiated the racial degree from Park College,
truce
following
days
of
dem:in, 1962 Swift; girl. Janice Delegates for the State Fed- (UPI) — A total of 3,000 gro groups during the day. He
B.D. degree from Chicago Theonstrations, echoed K i n g's ological Seminary, Ph.D. deSeresa.
eration to be held in Jackson Combat-equipped Federal said Marshall had talked with feelings.
.oesss Arcs
gree from Edinburgh UniverMr. and Mrs. Bob Haley. 861, were elected, and plans for troops ringed riot-torn Bir- Attorney General Robert KenE. Trigg. girl. Rhonda Latrell. the Flower Show in August
Smyer said the local situa- sity, and the D.D. degree from
mingham but all indica- nedy in Washington and would
tion is "smoother now" and Oberlin College. From 1942 to
Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn WO- were discussed. A delicious tions were they
would not report to the President with a
"non. 186 Pretoria; girl, Ellen menu was served, and a very move into the
that local law enforcement 1962, he was minister of the
racially- troubl- recommendation.
First Church in Oberlin and
Deloris.
happy fellowship was observed. ed Southern city so long as Guthman emphasized that all agencies had done a "most reMr. and Mrs. George Wad- Several Humboldtians journ- local
federal officials here hoped the nnarkable job under the cir- from 1948 to 1962 he was lecofficials kept order.
dell, 784 Boston; girl, Camilla eyed to Alamo to witness the
"city and county" authorities cumstances." He said local po- turer in homiletics at the
The city, where rioting broke
Ann.
lice appear capable of controll- Oberlin Graduate School of
graduation exercises of the out after the bombing of a Ne- could handle the situation.
ootH EYES
Theology. From 1933 to 1942,
Mr. arid Mrs. Willie Webb, Central
High School. Seen in gro home and a Negro motel If it is necessary to call the ing- the situation.
he was minister of Plymouth
706 Bullington; boy, Terry Dc.
WHITNEY YOUNG
the audience were Mr. and Saturday night, remained quiet
Wayne.
Starts SATURDAY!
Mrs. Wm. Lacey, Mrs. Mattie through mid-day.
Mr. a n d Mrs. William
MAY 18 —
Davis and Mrs. W. S. Vance. Federal troop detachments
The main address was given ordered out by President KenONE BIG WEEK!
by Dr. Alonzo Stephens of Ten- nedy were poised to the south ,
nessee State, which was en- and east of Birmingham, and
N.4)
CAN YOU USE
joyed by all,
an advance military detach-•
(1%-.
merit set up headquarters in
MORE
C
T N
$
an office building near the riot
Chuting Fatality
O`'"
^'‘
— area.
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia
kit-..1
(UPI) — Yugoslavia's cham- But Alabama Sen. John
pion woman parachutist was Sparkman sent word from
GROUND FLOOR
killed when her chute failed Washington he had been asSTERICK BUILDING
DARK EYES VODKA 100 Proof OF 80 Proof
to open during a training sured by President Kennedy
ION G,.n Niuttal Srmits Clear Spring
WHIR( f OIK 6 Ilk/ yol/
Distillthe troops would not move in
ing Cc,Division of .ISIMISB Beam ElatilitniCe..
jump.
OFT PRIFIRINlInt
Cler mont. Ben m.Kontec ky JIM BEAM 86 Pre&
if local authorities continued
SIRS!CI
Kestfucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.lames E.
Seam Distilling Co.Cle,mont. seam Itssuggag.
to maintain law and order.
COLIMA PLUMES pewit A Agm Relate weoucnom
Complete Fountain
c)
A spokesman for a 'sevenman Department of Justice
tk, SERVICE Cosmetics
team from the nation's capitol
K,71 Mode
told a news conference "we
rea
will wait for developments"
—PLUS—
before recommending t ha t
Jewelry
0,
troops be sent in.
s-liyANCIE
550
• "We are hopeful this can be
handled by local authorities,"
' JOCK MAHONEY
said Edwin Guthman of the
Fast
I Justice Department.
Free
Guthman said Asst. Atty.
Delivery
Gen. Burke Marshall, sent back
Slimly, lightweight, compact!
iPho JA 6-8112 JA 6-9120_ to Birmingham by President
Kennedy, has been in contact
An AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
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Another Reconstruction In Dixie

UL's Whitney Young To
Address LeMoynites

MEMPHIS

3,000 Troops Enforce
Birmingham Truce
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DAISY

LIGHT AS
A WHISPER
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THE GIANT STORY OF MODERN HAWAII!

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

HESTON MIMIEUX
CHAKIRIS Nliffig BARREN

4

DIAMOND HEAD

WEDNESDAY CAR WASH
00

PHARMACY

CROSSTOWN MINIT CAR WASH
251 No. Cleveland Street
Memphis 4, Tennessee

To Show Our Appreciation For
Your Patronage - When You
Receive 6 Car Washes
W. Oleo 7th Fro* With
Our Compliments

VIIM11111111111111111111111111

I LEARN TO
DRIVE!
•
•
IF YOU HAVEANY
•
2
i

■

i

1-2-3-4-5-6fREE

•

•
TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
•
III
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE •
GA

ALUMINUM AND WEB
FOLDING CHAISE LOUNGE

EMU

•
TENN. STATE
•
DRIVING SCHOOL :

a

'TWO MILK'
Family'
MODIFIED
SKIM MILK
FOR "FIGURE"

and make

BOTH

WHOtE AUDI
FOR
VIGOR

Opens easily, folds in a flash,
stores compactly. Stay-bright
aluminum frame, Firestone polypropylene webbing. Adjusts to
five comfortable positions.

566

BR. 6-4121

IIIIMMUillillinallinnia
ll

FOREST MIL 1

DOWNTOWN - MAIN AT GAYOSO
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Folk Singer
Calls Off Her
Concert Here

IN Left Side

'DOWN FRONT!

Hundreds of
Memphians
were disappointed Friday
when they learned that illness had caused the talented
folksinger, Joan Baez, to cancel her heralded concert in
The Auditorium's Music Hall.
Miss Baez became ill in New
Orleans and cancelled her performance there on Wednesday
night.
Manuel Greenhill, her manager, called late Thursday and
announced that Miss Baez was
under care Of a doctor in New
Orleans. He said she was sorry about being unable to appear here.
Greenhill had peen quoted
earlier Thursday as saying
that Miss Baez was upset over
the racial situation in the
South. She had appeared in
Birmingham and Mobile before going to New Orleans.
Miss Baez insisted she had
a virus and a cold. It is known
however that she has a strong
feeling about the mistreatment
of minority groups.
been sold Thursday morning
and it appeared that all seats
would have been sold by concert time.

'•••••••••*****•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SOURCES CLOSE TO THE is black.
GOVERNOR are denying he
WITHOUT DISCORD the
appointed
Rev. Alexander organist
at First
Baptist
Gladney to the Employment Church on Broad Ave., got up
Security Advisory Committee. from
her console, calmly
It was pointed out that Glad- walked up to a chorister and,
ney's appointment was a de- slapped her in the mouth, and
partmental matter which does quietly walked back to the
not become before the Gov- organ and resumed her playernor. Is this committee to be ing of sacred music. Not a
crowed about? It is under- word was said. Many knew
stood that the Committee has what it is all about and said,
been dormant about as long "This is too hot to handle."
as Rip Van Winkle slept.
THE BEST ONE YET! It
STRANGE THINGS ARE is the fish-story told by Dr.
AbliAPPENING already. A cer- Stanley Ish, who did not tell
11111/ain group was hot on a pre- of the one so-and-so-long
announced candidate for the which got away. Dr. Ish tells
mayor's race, last time we of the whole string of fish he
checked. The grapevine has it caught but got away. He tells
that an outstanding Republi- it like this: He got a bite.
can put a stop to all of this. He hauled in his catch which
They are now looking for a was a whole string
of fish.
brand new candidate. A prov- "HE IS A QUIET JITTERerb states "It is unwise to BUG, as well as a good
twistchange horses in the riddle of er," was said of our boss,
the stream."
Whittier Sengstacke, Sr. This
THINGS ARE LOOKING was heard at a recent formal
UP to the tune of a brand new dance which Sengstacke was
Cadillac for Mrs. Maxine attending. The ladies who
Smith. She said she is "tic- said it were right. He is
kled pink," but the Cadillac quite a good dancer.

Musicians To Meet On
Owen Campus May 18

SPRING BRINGS OUT ART — Miss Mary
L. Garrett of 4948 William Arnold rd., a
senior at LeMoyne college, does a land
scape drawing on the campus as Hugh A.

DOUTH
1T CARROLL PONT. CO.
1011

Lifson, associate professor of art, looks on
and offers advice. Miss Garrett is a member of the class studying drawing and
Painting. (Mirk Stansbury Photo I.

LeMoyne Prepares For Reunion

GET MORE

Of Six Classes On it's Campus

An action -packed calendar attorney by
Mayor Paul F. Other reunion class chairhas been planned for Le- Mitchum.
men are Mrs. Ellen Howard
Moynites
returning
The Southern Regional Meet. Edna R. Lovelace, Regional Dito the cam- Prof. Hawkins,
now retired, Smith, 1913, and E. P. Nebors,
pus
for
the
Annual
ing of the National Association rector; 929 W. Pearl Street,
Meeting of is a former dean
of LeMoyne. 1903.
the General Alumni Associaof Negro Musicians, Inc., will Jackson, Miss.
The student chapter of the Na- Mrs. Fairy Peyton Austin is
tion
and
the
be held on the campus of Owen INFO NEEDED
Reunion of grad- tional
Education Association at chairman of the reunion procollege on Saturday, May 18, Persons planning to attend uates who finished in the class- the
college is named for him. gram in Bruce Hall on the
es
of
1903,
1913, 1923, 1933, 1943 General
and will last from 11 a.m. until the meeting should inform Mrs.
chairman of reunion night of June 1, and Joseph
4:30 p.m.
Blanche T. Slaughter, 1904 Orr and 1953.
activities is Mrs. Charle P. Ro- Westbrook is arranging the
Activity gets underway FriRegistration will be held Street, Memphis, by post card
land. National president of the Saturday night off-campus sofrom II a.m. until 12 noon, and indicate whether they will day night, May 31, with four of General
Alumni Association is cial.
lunch from 12 to 1 p.m.; and be present fe: lunch at $1.25 a the reunion classes holding re- Lonnie
F. Briscoe of Mem- Mrs. Wilheimien Lockarti is
ceptions.
business meeting from 1 until plate.
chairman and Miss Rose Marie
phis.
230 p.m.
Those desiring hou.sing may Saturday, June I, will be The following
reunion classes Long, co-chairman, of the
piano
highlighted
A
and voice scholar- obtain campus accommodations
by a coffee hour will get
together Friday night, luncheon, and Mrs. Ernestine
ship contest will be held in by writing Johnnie Latimer, Jr., and tour of the new library
May 31: 1953, Mrs. Lillian Peoples is chairman of the cofRoger William Hall auditorium Business Manager, Memphis, or building, and the annual busBarnett, chairman, Memphian fee hour.
from 2:45 until 4:30 p.m.
iness session in the morning;
by calling JAckson 5-1373.
Club; 1943, Mrs. Helen Shelby, Steering committee for the
Competing in the contest, Kenneth Brown Billups of a midday luncheon at which
chairman, Sigma House; 1933, alumni weekend consists of
will be winners of the local St. Louis, Mo., is regional di- time President Hollis F. Price
Mrs. Samelen Wilson, chair- Mrs. Mary C. Pruitt, Mrs. Helen
branch NAMN scholarship con- rector.
will speak on "The State of the
man, Four-Way Grill, and 1923, 'swims ripeaq .s.zysi ',Quays
tests in voice and piano. WinLocal officers of the Flor- College in 1963;" a reunion
ners here on May 18 will enter ence McCleave Music Associ- program at 8:30 p.m. featuring E. Frank LaModue, chairman, Miss Alice Wherry, LeRoy Van
Johnson, Mr. Briscoe
the final elimination contest ation, a branch of NANM, are outstanding alumni, and a so- 706 E. Trigg
to be held in Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Dorothy T. Brown, presi- cial affair startinc at 10:30 p.m.
Aug. 18-23.
dent; Omar Robinson, first vice Two prominent LeMoynites
Names of contestants, their president; Mrs. Mattie H. Bell, will appear on the Saturday
addresses, biograhpical sketch- second vice president; Mrs. night program in Bruce Hall
ass and the numbers to be per- Minnie B. Slaughter, secretary, —Atty. James P. Davis who is
Wormed should be sent with a and Mrs. Gustava Kemp, treas- serving his third term in the
$2 registration fee to: Mrs. urer.
Kansas Legislature, and Prof.
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER
BR 4-7573
Rufus J. Hawkins of North
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
Carolina.
Atty. Davis, who resides in
„,.1"„. LARGE PARKING AREA
Kansas City, is a 1943 grad"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
uate of LeMoyne. He was recently appointed a special city
JACKSON, Tenn—Lane col- mencement speaker, is presidlege is scheduled to hold its ing bishop of the Fourth EpisAMM11•1.81st annual cornmencement.ses- copal District (including Mission, May 18-20, announce of- sissippi and Louisiana) is a
ficials. The sesion wil start at graduate of Texas college and,
12 noon Saturday when a pil- Drew university. He holds an
grimage is made to the grave honorary D.D. agree from ,
of the college's founder. The Texas college.
alumni banquet will be held at
He has pastored in Texas and
California and served as editor
7 p.m. that same day.
Baccalaureate service will be of the Christian Index prior
held Sunday. May 19 at 5 p.m. to his becoming a bishop.
The Rev. Robert Potts, baccalaureate speaker, is a 1945
graduate of Lane college, and
a graduate of Garrett Biblical
RAZOR BLADES
ORDINARY ELECTRICS
NORELCO ROTARY BLADES
nstitute at Northwestern uniSCRAPE OFF WHISKERS
CUP OFF WHISKERS
STROKE OFF WHISKERS
Wersity where he received his
B.D. degree.
Rev. Potts has pastored Lane
Tabernacle CME Church here
in Jackson, Jubilee Temple in
Chicago, Ill., and Carter Metropolitan CME church in Detroit,
Mich. Currently he is president of Texas college in Tyler,
Absolutely. RICELAND
Texas.
RICE cooks perfectly
He will receive an honorary
D.D. degree at the commenceevery time-each grain
ment ceremony on Monday at
fluffy. senarate. tender.
5 p.m.
Bishop N. S. Curry, the cornTry failure-proof

WHEN
YOU
U
PR!

Union II 3167 Highway
loath, Whitohavan
THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN
FREE OIL CHANGE FOR THE LIFE OF CAR WARRANTY
4,000 MILES OR 90 DAYS
AS LOW AS $100.00 DOWN

1962 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 4 Dr.
P.S. & Brakes One
Owner and Perfect
$1995"
1960 FORD GALAXIE 4 Dr.
One Owner & Sharp
$995"
1959 PONT. 4 Dr.
Catilina One Owner
Solid White Special
$1115"
1960 CADILLAC 4 Dr.
Loaded Plus Factory Air
Memphis Driven
$2895"
1959 OLDS. 884 Dr.
Factory Air One Owner $1495"
1951 CADILLAC 4 Dr.
Factory Air Cream Puff $109500
100 MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
BUY FROM US YOUR FRIENDS DO

GILBEY GIN.

"the world agrees on'OILBEY'S, please'!"
dry,
smooth,
flavorful

3glasses

CENTRALnRVEzals
A. LIQUORS

Lane's 81st Commencement
Meharry To Award 110 Degrees

•••

.110M11.

TRY THE THE WAY TO SHAVE!
1.

NWW
FA1X;URE
PROOF?
A

2.

011

Norelco rotary blades give you the most
comfortable way to shave close and clean

:COSI

RICELAND RICE

Introducing
Soft
Whiskey.
(The first hard liquor
that's not "hard.")

please?
Norelco 'floating-head' Speedshaver 30
Heads swivel to hug face. Handsome new
design. 'Pop-open' vents for easy cleaning.
110/220 v.(AC/DC). Adapts to world-wide
use. Travel case. Model SC7960.

Now Norelco Cordless Speedshavor 20C
Shaves anywhere ... in your car, outdoors.
Runs on four tiny batteries. Only cordless
shaver with Norelco rotary blades.'Flip-top'
cleaning. Mirrored case. Model SC7970.

POPULAR
PRICE
SIP

in the big
16oz.bottle

fallafs Defiled Undo Dry La 90 PIDOI Mx ties Nsuliil

A. Car, t,Gst.O.

Important Announcement
state of Tennessee SALES TAX ON UTILITY
BILLS
The recent session of the Tennessee Legislature
enacted legislation
broadening the coverage of the State's three per cent
(3%) sales tax, making
it applicable to utility bills.
The effective clatb for adding the sales tax of three
per cent (3%) to
the utility's regular rates for service is June 1, 1963, and
thereafter.: This
means that all monthly bills for electric, gas or water services
to our customers mailed June 1, or thereafter, will include the 3%
sales tax. The
tax paid to the Memphis Light, Gas and Water Division
will be forwarded
to the State of Tennessee.
The three per cent (3%) sales tax will not be shown
as a separate
item on the bill. It will be considered a part of the regular
billing and
must be paid at the time the bill is paid.

Exemptions
The Tennessee State Sales tax law makes allowance for certain exemptions from the three per cent (3%) tax.. Some manufacturers, if
properly
qualified by the State, may have to pay ;4tly 1", or may be exempt
entirely.
Certain religious, educational and charitable institutions may
also be
exempt from paying this sales tax.
To qualify for such an exemption, it is a requirement of the law
that
a current exemption certificate, appropriately numbered and
signed, -be
filed with the Memphis Light, Gas and Water Division before June
1, 1963.
This utility does not have the authority to exclude the sales tax
from the
billing without an exemption certificate on file. These certificate
s may be
obtained from the Tennessee Department of Finance and Taxation,
Sales
Tax Department, Nashville, or the local state office located in Room
325,
Dermon Building, telephone 525-4547. The Division does not
have the
certificate forms.
This notice is being published as a public service to our customers.

gun/
New Norsk. 'flip-top' Spoodshavera 20
Newest model of world's largest-selling shaver, with Norelco rotary blades. Economically priced. 'Flip-top cleaning. 110 volts only
(AC/DC). Travel case. Model SC7920.

BLENDED WHISK T.Y• an PROOF
("GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
CALVERT DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE, KY

Now Lady Noroko Shaver 20L Rotary
blades shave smooth with no razor cuts.
Perfect for legs and underarms. New low
price. Lovely design. Soft zippered case. 110
volts(Ac'DC). Model SC9010.

ore/co

See these shav•rs Onionstroted
Rotary Blade Shavers
on TV!
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., 100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York.'
NOrelco is known as PhiliShave in Canada and throughout
the reit of the free world.

I

MEMPHIS LIGHT,
GAS AND WATER
DIVISION

dal1111.111111b.

AACP MARCH FOR MEMBERSHIPS MAY 17
EACH MEMBERSHIP BRINGS US CLOSER TO FREEDOM
• 14
WILL YOU LEAD THE WAY???

DON'T FORGET
THE DAY
1
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Lula C. Byas Club
Presents In Concert
Lee Cunningham

eaks In Boston

"There was a man seat
from God, whose name was
John. The same came as a
witness of the Light, that all
men through him might believe!"
'IMAGE' AGE
Never before in the history of

have constantly thought in
terms of what positive action
they could make.
It is because of this that we
have been able to move from
the barbaric impulses that engulf us to a sane and soure
approach to life. John summed
man has the term 'image" it up when he said,'I came to
been used so frequently. In the bear witness it) that Light that
home, in the church, in the through it all men micht beschool, people are talking daily lieve."
about "images'." We think daily I wonder this morning if
in terms of holding before the when life becomes a rest venchild a healthy image that he ture in our thinking if we ate
will be able to cope with the not moving toward maturity.
multitudes of problems arising It is only to the extent that life
in he life. This idea of 'image' becomes a meaningful xenture
may be something new and uni- that men can lay claim to the
que in our thinking but a long fact that they are growing up.
tme ago John described him- John realized that he has been
self in terms of an "image." exposed to something ti at was
lIe came to bear witness M the meaningful and he could not oe
I ight that all men through him satisfied by merely being ex
m:ght believe.
posed himself but he had to imHistorically consciously or un- part a part of this thing ca his
consciously each one oi us is, fellowman.
an 'image' History has been AWAKENING NEEDED
marked with 'images' that have There must be an awakening
keen positive and negative. on the part of every human
THE GOOD IMAGE
being today that he is here for
History has had its Hitters, a purpose. At the baptism the
isis slinis, Alexanders, Ceasars, dove came down and said, "This
and the like but we have also Is my Beloved Son in whom I'm
Pas- well pleased." At this point
had our Grenfels, Stall
teurs, Whittiers, Longfellows, Jesus took on an awareness of
irtzt Hughes. History has been his mission here on earth as
most fortunate in tt.at the lat- never 'before. There should be
ter group has beep more plenti- something that happens to each
ful.
of us that will break us from
Society is what it is today be- a land of meaninglessness to a
cause those men who have had world of meaningfulness. Each
something positive to offer have one of us should see our real
outnumbered those who looked mission here on earth find sot
at life negatively. We Fuse had out to open the eyes of those
those people among us who about us.

The Lula C. Byas service
club, a member of the City
BOSTON, Mass.—A dinner Federated Clubs of Memphis,
marking the formation of a is set to present Lee CunningCommunity Human Relations ham in concert Sunday, May
19, at Clayborne Temple AME
Council to assist in strengthchurch, 280 Hernadno St.
ening the fellowship program
Cunningham, a tenor, has
of the Boston University Hu- charmed music lovers
with
man Relations Center is plan- his Varied renditions of opned for Wednesday, May 22,1 era' spirituals and folk songs
for a number of years. He
according to an announement
studied voice under the late
by Dr. Donald C. Klein, direc- Madame
Florence Tolbert Mctor.
Cleave and has received a
scholarship
Main speaker before the
from the W. C.
audience of Council members Handy Foundation for the
and Center administrators and Blin d. Notwithstanding his
staff and its Board of Gover- blindness, the talented young
nors will be Dr. Eric Lincoln, tenor has made successful apSCh001 of
a,
professor at Clark College, Ga., pearances all over Memphis
and an alumnus of Boston and several Eastern cities including Philadelphia and New
University.
Dr. Lincoln, a former resi- York.
Ladiiss, rake a good look in
your mirror. Ar• you soristi•d?
The Lula C. Byes Club indent of Memphis and a Levites
the
public
to
come
out
Moyne College graduate, is
Hare a tre fdit problem?
Posture 001 01
author of the well-known and enjoy this treat. .
Does
your hairdo suit YOU?
LaBlanche
Jackson
is
the
presbook, "Black
Muslims in
Does
your ;ahoyr show the much
America." He will discuss the ident and Mrs. Hattie Harrineeded self-confidence?
ontroversial Black Muslim son is the program chairman.
If not, let US help you acquire
movement and race relations
th• secrets of Charm and selfin the South.
ossuronc•.
He received his Doctor of
CALL TODAY FOR
Philosophy degree from BosADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ton University in 1960, and is
Miss Bernice Lansky
a former Human Relations "I nearly
imbed to death
147 Boole St. — JA 7-4618
Center Fellow.
ni year,.
rs.Then Ifounda
Lilac Room at
In announcing the formation new wonder creme.Nous
Vogue Beauty Supply Co.
of the Council, Dr. Klein said: Poe happy," writes Mrs.
P.Ramsay ofL.A.Calif
"The Council is basically being Here's
COURSE IUCLUDES:
blessed relief from
• VOICE
formed to support the Fellow- tortures of vaginal itch,
•ETIQUETTE
rectal itch, chafing, rash
• WARDROBE STYLING
ship Program of the Center. and eczema with an amazing new scientific
•MAKE-UP
•
GOOD
formulacalledLANACA
Each year the Center has ofGROOMING
NE.Thisfsw-seting
medicated creme kills harmfail bacteria germs
• HAIRSTYLING
fered five to 10 Fellowships, while it aoothts
raw, irritated and inflamed
• FIGURE CONTROL
at a stipend of up to $2,000, tissue. Stops scratchin --so ed3 healing.
Doo't suffer!Get LA ACA
at druggists.
• SELF-CONFIDENCE
and renewable for one year.

Charm & Modeling

A PULPIT STOLE is being presented to
Rev. Thomas Buckner, pastor of St. Luke

membership drive. She said that she and
other volunteer workers obtained more

Baptist Church, 1280 N. Stonewall St., by
lleft-right) Mrs. Alma Morris, Miss Lujenia Mosby and Mrs. P. L. Jordan. Mrs.
Morris, a board member of the local
NAACP Branch, said the stole was presented to Rev. Buckner for the cooperation he gave recently during an NAACP

than 100 NAACP members troin the
church. Thus, all members of the church,
reportedly, are members of the local
NAACO! Not shown in the above photo but
a committee member is Mrs. Lillie M.
Bland. (Photo by Ernest Withers).

'Mother' Circle Presents
Annual 'White Rose Day'

Annual White Rose Day was Hudson.
observed at St. Stephen Baptist church on Sunday, May 5. Rev. 0. C. Crivens is
The theme of the program was of the church.
"Without Christ We Fail." The
theme song was "0 Master
Let Me Walk With Thee."
Taking part in the progr4rn
were the members of the senior choir and the McCall's
Ensemble, A and B.
Among the women particiREV. FRED C. LOFTON
pating in the program as various characteristics of human
nature were Mrs. Porter Singleton as "Prejudice:" Mrs.
Hattie Carter, "Riches." Mrs.
Lillian Lobbins, "Poverty:"
Mrs. Minnie Cherry, "Limited:"
Mrs. Beuah Duncan, "Selfish
Desires."
Mrs. Bonnie Walker, "PharYouth Day at St. John Baptist church, 640 Vance ave., has isee:" Mrs. Mary Church,
been planned for Sunday, May "Self-Sufficiency;" Mrs. Ge19. The featured speaker is neda Haynes, "Learning:" Mrs.
expected to be Rev. Fred 0. Othola Johnson, "Excuses,"
Lofton, dean of student at and Miss Marianna Thomas,
Owen college. Special music "The Beauty of Jesus."
Other "Roses" were Mrs.
will be isupplied by Owen College choir, directed by Mrs. Irene Covington, Mrs. Bettie
Jones, Mrs. Minnie Cherry,
Dorothy Brown.
Mrs. Pearl Gregory, Mrs. Fan". Theme of the observation is nie Houston, Mrs. Beulah'
"Youth, Ye Are The Light of Stitts, Mrs. Corine Reed, Mrs.
the World."
Florine Wilson and Mrs. Cora l
The program which starts at
7 p.m. will began with candlelight service.
Reading the program are Robert Walker and Elizabeth
Bradshaw. Rev. A. McEwi.:
Williams is .pastor of the
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Postscript:
The Tri-State Defender wishes to call to the
attention of its readers the Home Office address
of the Mammoth Life Insurance Co., also please
refer to May 11, Edition of the Defender and read
all about the growth of Mammoth Life and Accident Insurance Co.
In Memphis, The District Office Location is:
331 Vance Ave — JA 5-7161

MAMMOTH LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE COMPANY
In the

of Downtown Louisville
KENTUCKY

Don't Cut Corns
Calluses, Warts
Use New Magic Rub Off

Thousands of sufferers from laming corns,
calluses, and common warts now report
astonishing results with an amazing new
formulation that rubs them off painlessly
and safely without danger of infection from
tutting, acids or abrasives. Set ret is a
-wonder-working medicated creme called
DERMA-SOFT that softens and dissolves
those tormenting, hard to remove growths
so that they rub right off, leaving skin silky
smooth and soft. So don't suffer another
minute.Get DERMA.SOPTat all druggiata,
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DEFENDER
rage 5

MC Cadets Attend Spring Camp At Air Base
.411.

TOP NDCC BRASS—Cades from seven Memphis National
Defense Cadet Corps units underwent training at a
spring
camp held in the area at the U. S. Air Force base near
the
Municipal Airport, and here the cadet colonels listen
to the
cadet commander Cadet Col. Roderick Diggs, extreme
right.
From left are Cadet Cols. Walter Bell, Melrose;
William T.

McDaniel, Hamilton; Daniel Turner. ('arver, and Aubrey
Howard, Booker T. Washington. Not present for photograph are ('adet Cols. James Kincade, Douglass. and
Albert
Walker. Lester. Diggs commands the Manassas NDCC unit.
(Mark Stansbury Photos)

•

('ADETS IN BARRACK — After a briefing in one of the
barracks at the air base, the cadets are ready to go out in
wooded area to carry out tactical assignment. During their

brief stay at base, the cadets were subjected to military
discipline.

4

I.

•

81
'

SEEKING INFORMATION about the enemy and his position, a patrol goes out in single file, alert for danger. Mem-

Nor
READY TO ATTACK — Having sighted the "en-rmy,"
cadets bring up rifles.and moved tw oard target area. The

TAYLOR HAYES TROPHY — Carver High school recently
was awarded the first place T. H. Hayes and Sons Memorial Trophy for taking top spot in drill competition with
other National Defense Cadet Corps, and presenting the
trophy to Miss Vera Merritt is Mrs. Taylor C. D. Hayes,

•
Delta Mothers—
Feted At Home
Of Mrs. Collier

Student Elected
To Top Student
Post At LeMoyne

y

1

bers in the six-man patrol are from Yianassas, Hamilton,
Lester, Carver and Douglass. (Mark Stansbury Photo),

p

troops in this squad are from Booker T. Washington, Hamilton and Melrose High school.

second from left. With them, from left, are Capt. Harold
McRae, Cadet Col. Donald Turner. T. C. D. Hayes and
R. B. Thompson. principal of the school. (Mark Stansbury
Photo)

Hospital Week Marks
Progress In Medicine

OPERA STAR VISITS MEMPHIS — George Shriley, left.
a lyric tenor with the Metropolitan Opera, was in Memphis
recently as the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Flora Bond, and a
cousin Ross Jones. and here he is shown during a visit to
Porter High school. With him here, from left, are Mrs.

Bond. Jones, and Chastene Thompson, assistant principal
of Porter High school. Shirley, after winning several nationwide contests, began singing with the Metropolitan
Opera in 1961. Shirley is married to the former Miss
Gladys lshop of Memphis. (Mark Stansbury Photo).

Supreme Life Man Christian Club Installs Officers
Mt. Olive Pastor
The Christian Service club has been set for Sunday. May
Named To Chicago held installation and "annual
19 at 3 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
To Address 1963

Willie Ada Clark, 1011 N. Sevi Warren H. Bacon, 40, Vice day" at Hyde Park Baptist enth St.,
Apt. 5.
Thomas Lee SaulsberY of
church, 725 Hernando St., re464 George Street is the newPresident-Administrative Ser- recently. Installed
as president
ly elected president of LeThis year about 475,000 peo- On Sunday, May 12, the state vices was appointed by Mayor was Mrs. Bettie Dotson.
InThe Delta Mothers were Moyne's Student Government. pie will discover that a quiet began observing National
Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, pastor
Hos- Richard J. Daley to member- stalling officer was Rev. L. Cf.
the guests of Mrs. Houston Mr. Saulsbery, a junior, deof Mt. Olive CME Cathedral,
revolution has taken place in pital Week to salute those ship on the Board of Educa- Taylor, pastor of the church.
Collier at her home at 1430 feated another junior, Joseph
will deliver the baccalaureate
Other officers installed inwhose efforts have developed tion.
Elliston Road recently, when M. Jordan of 1841 Keltner Tennessee.
sermon for the graduating
clude: Mrs. Susie Marks, vice
— institutional medicine to its Bacon, a
These men and women will
native of Chicago
the group made preparation Circle. The election was held
class
of Geeter High school
president; Mrs. Earnestme Robpresent efficiency and who received a
Master's
Fifteen seniors at Booker T. at 4649 Horn Lake
for their participation in Friday with Mr. Saulsbery be admitted as patients into work
Rd., on
erts, secretary; Mrs. Vashti
toward the improved in Business Administr
Washington high school have Sunday. May 19. at 5 p.m.
ation
Degree
in Braxton,
"Breakfast For Milady," the getting 107 votes to Mr. Jor- one or another of this state's
corresponding secrehospital of the future.
1951 from the University of
been selected for the Who's G. W. Brooks, supervising
annual project of the Mem- dan's 62.
Jordan had been recom- 152 hospitals. And in all of Authorities point to develop- Chicago. He also has an AB tary; Mrs. Lavera Albrooks, Who Among Student Leaders principal of the
phis Alumni Chapter of Delta
Burt Highdegree in economics from treasurer: Mrs. Carrie Wilker- in High Schools
mended for the post by the these institutions, they'll find ments such as:
Sigma Theta Sorority.
of America. Cobb-Elementary schools at
son,
chaplain;
and
Mrs.
Willie
Roosevelt
outgoing
University. He bestudent administra- in daily use techniques and
All of the Washington selectees Clarksville, Tenn., will give the
Shortening of the average
The Delta Mothers ScholarAda Clark, reporter.
ship Committee will select tion headed by Mrs. Gertrude equipment undreamed of only stay in U.S. hospitals from 40 gan his career with Supreme
are members of the A. Mace° graduation address to the 126
Life
musical
program
in
A
1946.
Anderson
was
given
Smith.
days in 1900 to 8 days in 1963.
the recipient of the annual
Walker chapter of the National seniors on Friday, May 24, at
a generation ago.
scholarship award made .by
Other officers elected:
—Development of a host of He is a member of th following installation. Among Honor Society. Mrs. B. H. Har- 8 p.m.
those
appearing
on
the
program
Illinois
the group each year.
Everett McKissic, vice pres- Louis
ris is the sponsor.
new products including elecFEPC Advisory ComThe public is invited to all
Holmes, business mantronic devices that automatical- mittee; Episcopal Society for were, George Wainwright, so- They are:
Present at the meeting were ident, a junior of 1433 Hum- ager, junior, of
of the closing programs at the
Cedar.
194
loist:
and
the
Christian
WomCultural
and Racial Unity;
,iik Stirs. W. 0. Speight, Sr., Mts. ber.
Beverly Bankston, Sylvia school.
Robert White
treasurer, ly dispense medicine and give Greater
Chicago Committee en Choir. Mrs. Alice Mitchell Ann Buntyn, Betty Duncan, T. J. Toney is principal
v Minnie Brinkley, Mrs. Michael Geraldine Gray, secretary, junior,
1798 Blair Hunt Drive. continuous readings on blood on
of
was
mistress
of
ceremony
.
Rehabilitation; and a Vice
Lenoir, Mrs. Ethel Douglas, sophomore, of 1171 EngleCarrie B. Evans, Gloria B. the school and Frank Phillips,
William Faulkner, parlia- pressure, pulse, respiration and President
Among guests were Mrs. Flemings,
and member of the
Mrs. Robert Thomas, Mrs. wood.
Mary Louise Foote, Jr.. is assistant principal.
mentarian, freshman, of 4426 temperature.
Executive Board of the Chi- Aurelia Washington, Mrs. Alice Mae
tillie Anderson, Mrs. Alice Alfrectis Wooten, assistant sec- Getwell
Frances Gordon, Arbrie
Road.
—Tripling of the use of per- cago
Area Council, Boy L. Clark, Mrs.. F,Ona Dugguise Griffin,
urehett, and Mrs. Estelle retarl
retary sophomore, 950 South Evelyn Wade, chaTalain, jun- spy
Doris Marie #amilton,)Ruth Terrell, Leo J.Vaomerset,
oxygen
War
since
World
Scouts
Charlie
and
of
Stilton.
America among
mpbell.
y East.
Dorothy Ann Hammond, Jean- Jr., Juanita Wiggiru;
ior, Of 1498 Carlton.
11.
and Wilother civic activities .
Next meeting of tile chibinette Marie Robinson, Annie ham M.
Young.

Geeter Graduates

15 BM Seniors
Named To Who's Who
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A Colonial Problem
New talks have just opened in London aimed at finding an answer to
Britain's biggest remaining colonial
problem: namely how to unscramble
the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
About 9,000,000 people (29 Africans
to every 1 white) are vitally concerned. At worst the situation could
develop into another Congo. At best
a new association between black and
white and between the three territories of the federation can be built
up which would salvage some of the
grand concept of a multi-racial society which spurred Britain to create
the federation 10 years ago
Dynamic figures are involved in
the talks—Sir Roy Walensky, Prime
Minister of the Federation, who still
battles against the federation's breakup; Winston Field, Southern Rhodesia's new Prime Minister, who is
prepared for the end of the federation and who believes Southern Rhodesia should remain white ruled and
ready to go it alone; Northern Rho-

desia's African leaders Kenneth Kaunda and Harry Nkumbula, who are
demanding a British pledge that copper-rich Northern Rhodesia should
be allowed to secede after Nyasaland quits the federation in the autumn of 1963.
Then there is Joshua Nkomo, leader of the Zimbabwe African People's
Union, who has been banned in
Southern Rhodesia and is threatening
to set up a Southern Rhodesian "government in exile."
British Deputy Prime Minister R.
A. Butler himself admits that the
central African situation is perhaps
the most difficult problem he has
faced in a long and eventful political
career.
The British government holds the
view that the whites and the Africans
of the federation can be persuaded
to form some new association on the
grounds that economically the two
Rhodesias are one, and that each will
suffer grievously if they break away
from each other.

The Sharecroppers
There are few areas in which the
displacement of men by machines is
moving ahead more steadily and devastatingly than among farm workers. The National Sharecroppers Fund
reports that a quarter of a million
cotton pickers were displaced by
machines between 1959 and 1961
alone.
In 1982, to cite another solemn
statistic, 95 percent of the Massachusetts cranberry crop, one of the largest on record, was harvested by picking machines.
Displacement of agriculture workers generally, the fund reports, is
greater in the South than elsewhere

and is proportionately greater among
Negroes.
The National Sharecroppers group
is especially disturbed over the
plight of the migratory worker. Last
year the Senate, under persistent
prodding, passed several bills that
would have been helpful, especially
one limiting child labor in agriculture. All, unfortunately, were stopped
in the House.
New bills to help farm workers
have been introduced into this session. They deserve precedence in the
fight against poverty in America. The
tenets of democracy mean little to
men with empty bellies.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
WHICH WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
I have visited two Birminghams
— the Birmingham in Alabama and
the Birmingham in England. Not only are the two Birminghams miles
apart in distance. They are also miles
apart in tolerance, knowing the
worth of man, and respecting the
dignity of the human.
When I was in Birmingham, England I experienced what it means to
be treated like a human. Yet I knew,
and the natives knew that I differed
in complexion. But basically, they
knew that I was akin to them because
I am human. I was accorded nothing
special—but the treatment that one
human being expects from another.
It is with cherished memories I recall my last visit to Birmingham,
England.
I also recall my last visit to
Birmingham, Alabama. I did not go
to Birmingham out of the desire to
visit the city, but out of the need of
living up to certain business responsibilities. I do not cherish the memories of what I saw and heard about
the sub-human treatment accorded
Negroes. I did not like what I saw
happening in the park that is near
16th Avenue Baptist church. I did
not like the city ordinance which
would permit a city policeman,to enter ones home and charge him with
permitting loitering if more than just
family members were present. This
was a city ordinance aimed primarily
at the Negro citizenry and what they
called "the less desirable whites."
I recall with displeasure the attitude of filling station attendants,
merchants, shopkeepers, etc., who
accorded Negro clients that "you are
less than dirt," expression and tonal
implications after a purchase.
These are some of the memories
I brought from Brimingham, Alabama.
I have been told by persons who
are far more informed about racial
conditions in southen states than I
am that, "wall of racial segregation
will fall in backward Mississippi f4
sooner than they would in rock-ribl.
bed Alabama.

Dr. Martin Luther King has not
received only accolades from Negroes
in his strategy for desegregation, but
he has also received a few "brickbats." Some say that he is traveling
too far too fast when he asks "that
Birmingham desegregate all public
facilities, work out a plan for desegregation of public schools, more
consideration in employment and upgrading of Negroes and the freeing
of all 'civil right marchers' — some
2200, recently arrested."
Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth, Rev.
Ralph D. Abernathy, Wyatt T. Walker and a few others have not basked
completely in the endrosement of
their drive for "human recognition,"
in Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina,
Virginia and all other Southern
States.
If they are travelling too fast now,
then somebody travelled far too slow
too many years too long ago. So King
and the other Civil Rights fighters
must excellerate the move in order
to keep a deadline with a timetable,
because we have a date with destiny.
We must fight on until victory is
won. We might grow faint but we
shall never again fall victims to the
inhuman grind of tyrannouns wheels,
operated by heartless men.
Negroes in America have known
the depth of human cruelty, waxed
by men, whom they have worked for,
fought for, loved, respected and
obeyed. No amount of pleading, waiting, begging and displaying patience
has persuaded some Southerners to
accord full rights to Negro citizens.
He must fight for it all the way. This
is what King is telling the world
when he subjects little children to
the horrors of police dogs, high pressure fire hoses and even jail in
Birmingham. I do not necessary endorse the strategy which utilizes
small children in this manner. But
which is nobler — to have these
youngsters' minds scarred for life in
a fight for equality — or have them
dehumanized slowly by the devastating effects of racial segliegation for
a whole lifetime? Which .is better?
Which would you choose?

Record Shows Kennedy
Lagging On Civil Rights
WASHINGTON — President John F.
Kennedy said that he could not cut off
federal funds to Mississippi . . . Kennedy
told the American Society of Newspaper
Editors he did not have power to cancel
aid to Mississippi and it probably would
be unwise to have such power.
William V. Shannon, Washington
Correspondent, New York Post:—
"The President and his subordinates
in the executive departments do not need
any legislation and do not have to invoke any novel constitutional doctrine to
withold money for these projects (building of a 400-million dollar rocket engine
testing center in two Mississippi counties
—and construction of a 2-million dollar
jet airport at Jackson, Mississippi without
questioning the airport's plans to build
racially separate eating and restroom facilities.)
"It is also well within their administrative discretion to slow down and hold
back on Small Business Administration
loans, area redevelopment loans and
grants and military prime contacts . .
if the federal government intends to be
the Negro's friend, it should not go on
rewarding his reactionary white enemies.
"The Civil Rights Commission has done
nothing novel or unique in commending
this ancient wisdom to the President."

No Housing Followup
EDITORIAL in New York Times,
April 27, 1963 — "President Kennedy's
slowness in implementing his five monthold order to abolish racial bias in Federally-aided housing is bound to strengthen doubts in the Negro community about
the sincerity of those who advocate moderate measures to end discrimination . . .
"The Administration's failure to provide any semblance of vigorous follow-up
lends substance to the complaint of
Chairman George H. Fowler of the New
York State Commission for Human
Rights that the order 'must have been
signed in invisible ink.' Segregated housing patterns are a common blight in
North and South.
"It is time for the White House to

ALFRED DUCKETT

provide effective leadership in breaking
them down."
Roy Wilkins, NAACP executive secretary (N.Y. Amsterdam News Column,
March 23, 1963) — "The Kennedy Administration has been smart on several counts
in the civil rights field, but it has missed
the boat completely on school desegregation."
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., commenting to the press on the President's
civil rights message forwarded to Congress at the same time Health, Welfare
and Education Department sanctions separate and unequal training in the South
under U. S. Manpower Program — "The
Administration itself has become an active partner with the forces which seek
to perpetuate segregation

Civil Rights
UNITED PRESS International Dispatch, April 28, 1963 — Washington —
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell, (D.-N.Y.),
served notice that his civil rights truce
with the Kennedy Administration has
ended. The veteran Congressman, in an
exclusive interview, said the Administration is "slowing up" in the rights
field. . . .
He said in the interview that he
no longer feels bound to the pledge (not
to introduce anti-discrimination amendments as long as the Kennedy Administration moved vigorously on the civil
rights front with its executive powers)
inasmuch as President Kennedy rejected
the U. S. Civil Rights Commission's recommendation to cut off Federal aid to
Mississippi.

Our Own Comment
MOST PEOPLE say "I don't want to say
'I told you so.' Well, I want to say I've
been telling you so for two years. I have
believed all along that Mr. Kennedy is
insincere on civil rights; that he thinks
the Negro can be fooled by political appointments, White House parties and pretty words. From a look at the record, it
would appear that the honeymoon between JFK and the Negro is turning sour.

MURDER BY PHONE
Too many murders are being committed by telephone in this community. Too
many people . . . particularly teenagers
and women, are getting on the line to ruin
other people's reputations and tear down
their character. And this is not a sermon.
It's a fact.
The way telephone murder operates is
so sneaky and low-down, until the victim
has very little defense against it. He
doesn't know when he's hit until he shakes
his head. Then it rolls off. The death blow
has already been struck . . . and the gabblin' ghost called "rumor" becomes a living reality.
The telephone murderer or murderess
starts off with "Have you heard . . ." or
with "I just thought I'd mention it
but
. . .''; or with, "Child, I only heard it . . .
but I believe it's true, 'cause just the other
day she .. ."; or with, "Don't mention my
name but from what they say . . ."
DIAL AGE
It's hightime somebody gets the word
around that character assissination begins with rumors . .. believed by the gullible or the vicious. The old time back fence
gossip of the past, has gone streamlined.
It's now done by telephone. There used to
be a day when the community could pretty
easily pick out its congenital gossipers,
They could be seen at fairly predictable
times, lunging over the back fence at each
other.
But nowadays, they can get behind the
closed doors of their homes . . in comparative secrecy ... and proceed to destroy
characters and reputations by the dozens.
They represent one of the evils of the
"Button Age" . . . or should it be called
the "Dial Age?"
Of course, there has been pointed out
one good way to determine the location of
telephone murderers. Most of their telephones remain busy. No matter what time
one calls, he'll get a busy signal. That indicates that a killing is being committeed.
Somebody's business, reputation, and character is being put in the streets. Otherwise,
how can people talk for more than 16
minutes on a phone at home?
KEEP TALKING
Of course, it's true, that there are business and other transactions that occasionally demand a 10 to 20 minute conversation. But even in a telephone round table
discussion, between groups of executives
in separate cities, the time rarely exceeds
15 minutes. Yet, in virtually every American community where there's a telephone,
everybody is familiar with the half-hour
or two hour busy signal. They indicate that
either a monumental liar is on the circuit,
or somebody committing murder with lies,
runlors, hints, and vicious gossip, is busy
enjoying himself or herself.
Maybe there ought to be a law against
it. In some big cities a time limit cost is
placed on even local calls. And maybe that
has done some good. But unfortunately,
the "telephone killer" will usually provide
himself or herself with enough dimes to
keep talking. To them talk is really cheap
... even at two cents a word.
OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD
Then, there's the teen-ager type of
"phone murderer." She calls her myriad
acquaintances, and proceeds to talk about
everybody's boy friend except her own
direoitiy. Indirectly, she is actually calling
around to find what the other girls and
boys know on him. Her ears prick up like
corn sprouts whenever anyone comes
within mentioning distance of the boy's
name. Then other girls' reputations had
better watch out. The Teen-age Menace is
on the lose! And everything and everybody goes when she starts chunking.
(Perhaps you've noticed that the pronoun
"she" is being used pretty frequently here.
Well, that's because most telephone murderers are female).
The most vicious type of phone murdered exists in the ranks of school teachers, according to one person in a position
to know. That person is a principal. The
observation of this principal is that nothing occurs in a given school.

%

Billy Graham's 'Sunday Love'
I THINK that Dr. Billy Graham must
have a "Sunday kind of love" for "his
good personal friend" Dr. Martin Luther
King.
The world's most famous evangelist
allowed himself to be quoted as wishing
that'"my good personal friend, Dr. King,
would put on the brakes a little bit" in
the monumental struggle for human dignity now being waged in Birmingham,
Alabama.
Here is a man of God who preaches
all over the world about social evils—a
man of great power and influence—a man
whose eloquence about things divine has
persuaded millions to rise from their seats
to come forward and "give their lives to
God."
And yet, this vocal Christian leader is
willing to compromise—and to counsel
another man of God to compromise with
the cancerous social evil—the sin of segregation.
Perhaps Dr. Graham does not realize
that segregation is a sin not just a wrongful thing; not just a hurtful thing; not
just an undemocratic thing—but a sin!
"Put on brakes," Dr. Graham says to
Dr. King.
What Is The Hour?
SUPPOSE SOMEONE had f persuaded
the Christ of whom Billy Graham preaches to "put on the brakes" when he was

demonstrating against the unjust laws
made by man in order to be true to the
just law of God?
If Christ had "put on the brakes," perhaps the great collision between mankind
and disaster would have taken place
which, Billy Graham expounds, the Saviour was sent on earth to prevent.
Dr. Granam hinted that Dr. King's
"timing" of the Birmingham stand is unfortunate. This is the one-hundreth year
since the Negro was freed from physical
bondage. Yet, in 1963, the Negro is still
a slave, caught in the fetters and chains
of economic, political, sociological and
psychological indenture.
How much time does Dr. Graham
think is necessary? What is the hour on
the face of the clock of eternity when the
chimes of Freedom should be heard?
Payment of the God-given Constitution-willed heritage of freedom, which is
supposed to greet every American child
issuing from his mother's womb, is overdue for the American of color.
When the lights die in the huge stadiums; when the peal of the choir harmony has subsided; when the glare of
the television cameras and the hum of
the radio mechanisms are no more—then,
can Dr. Billy Graham, Apostle of God,
fall upon his knees and pray for freedom and justice ,for white folks only?
Or can he pray for gradualism in the

acknowledgement of brother for brother?

What Value Such Friends?
IF I WERE Martin King, my soul
would cry out to be relieved of "good personal friends" like Dr. Billy Graham.
I would prefer the perverted honesty
of Bull Connor, the ignorant stubbornness of a Bat/
nett, a Faubus or an Ellender
to the synthetic saintleness of a prophet
who can dip his toes into the cold waters
of realism about God's intent with man
and shiver his way back to the bath-house.
With "friends" like Billy Graham,
how many enemies does Martin King—
or the cause of total justice—need?
The setting for Dr. Graham's pronouncement had all the perfection of
beautiful irony. He issued his warning
from an overstuffed green leather chair
shortly before he took off for Europe just
at the moment that Martin Luther King
sat, head bowed in rumination, in a bleak
Alabama prison cell, in solitary confinement, cut off from the world of man.
Thus the mail lolling in comfort, had
words of wisdom for the man baring himself to oppression.
Ironic it is too that Dr. Graham did
not thin
toi
l A of saying a word of admonish
ment
the sinning. Instead, he aske4,
for restr nt from the sinned against. ,
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Can Negro Colleges Survive Integration?
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THE OLD AND THE NEW MEET
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While stately, 150-year-old oaks, covered
with moss, cast their shadows over the
campus of Southern University, Baton
Rouge, La., ultra-modern buildings like the
above girls' dormitories can be seen
in
the background. All the rooms in
the
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girls' dormitories open onto a
gallery. Two rooms are joined
plete dressing and bathroom
coeds live In nine dormitories
a semi-triangle.

by ERNESTINE COFIELD
BATON ROUGE, La. — Many say that the
Negro
college is dying. They say that it has to
die because
white colleges and universities are now open
to Negroes. These critics say that Negro colleges
cannot
keep up with the space age in which we are
living.

veranda or
by a comarea. The
that form

IN HIS FATHER'S STEPS
Like his father, Dr. .1. 8. Clark, who WAS
president of
Southern University for 24, years, Dr. Felton
G. Clark
believes in seeking the best for the students
who attend
the university. Besides the main college
campus, there Is
also a laboratory school and schools for the
deaf and blind
located at Southern. The institution
has one of the most
modern plants to be found anywhere.

FOR INSTRUCTION AND RESEARCH

The natural science building is one of the
newest ,and most modern on the campus.
Dedicated last March, it has facilities for
instruction and research in astronomy,
chemistry and physics. It also has 14
laboratories, a 50-seat planetarium, tern-

perature control room, a demonstration
room, is balance room, a conference room
and is equipped with closed circuit television. It was built at a cost in excess of
$7,000.000.

Critics maintain that the training students
receive in university is actually located)
is isolated, with the river on chemists anywhere in the
all-Negro universities is inferior to what they
world right here," the president
would receive one side, swamps on the other
and no public road. It is (as) pointed out.
elsewhere.
nearly set aside to itself as it is possible to find
a location.
But the National Honors Program of the Internat
(Baton Rouge is a center for some of
the largest oil reional
"It is foolish," the article pointed out, "to argue
Committee on the Superior Student had no fear
that a fineries in the country).
of the train- school could do harm if it trained
a Negro girl to be a washing students at Southern University were receivin
Dr. Clark insisted, "As soon as talk
about segregation
g. The erwoman, who would know how to
Evidently, Southern University here has not
care for your clothes and desegregation has lost its emotiona
heard of institution was one of the first Negro
colleges to become under sanitary conditio
l fire and its status
any of these arguments. Officials at the
ns, train a cook who would know how symbol, you'll have
all-Negro institu- part of the National Honors Program
white people coming here because they
.
tion do not have time to listen. They are
to prepare you a wholesome meal in the most
too busy expandeconomical Want a good education.
Critics ask what good has ever come out of
any Negro way, or taught a housegirl how to
ing facilities on the campus to meet the
growing demands college. Southern has provided more
sweep and dust and clean
"Sen. Russell Long told me, 'If Negroes
Woodrow Wilson Fel- the house thorough
of a changing world.
would put
ly and properly."
lows than any Negro school in the country
emphasis on good education and the wise
and also have
use of the ballot.
There is no fear in the minds of the officials
Of course the whites had no idea that less than 50 years I think they would get
because more national honorary scholastic fraternities
what
they want with these instruthan any other later,
Louisiana has more Negroes attending formerl
the students would be working on cures for cancer ments more quickly'."
y all-white Negro college except, perhaps Howard.
institutions of higher learning than any other
and anti-viral agents.
state, except PREXY DEFENDS SCHOOL
Like on most Negro college campuses,
students staged
Texas, in the deep South. They are too busy
When the Louisiana State legislature set the budget for sit-in demonstrations in
providing ad"I haven't been anyplace in the world where I
their communities. Students at
haven't the all-color
equate programs for the 5,000 plus students
ed institution, the members considered them- Southern were no different,
on their own met Southern graduates in key positions,"
Felton G. Clark,
campus.
selves generous when they allocated $10,000. Actually
president of Southern, said.
The president of the university neither
, only
frowned or put
Critics say that Negro colleges are not adequately
$7,500 was to go to salaries, etc. while the remainder would his stamp of approval
staffDefending Negro institutions, Dr. Clark said,
on the movement, he merely stated
"Some go for paying
ed, or that the instructors are only half trained. Undoubt
on the mortgage.
that there was a state law which said any
ed- Negro colleges are not as good as some white
colleges and
student breaking
ly they have not heard of Southern University where
a law would be put out of school.
there there are some white colleges that are not as
good as some $7 MILLION BURGET
are enough holders of the doctorate degree to
staff a med- Negro colleges.
Student
s may take part in the demonstration as
Today, Southern operates on a $7 million budget, with
long as
ium-sized college.
they do not do it as "students of Southern."
"You've got to admit," the president continued,
"the five of it coming from the state. One professor alone may
MILLION IN GRANTS
white man has had asset to the culture in which
Despite what critics of Negro colleges say,
we live draw a salary of more than $10,000 annually. The campus,
Southern, is
There are those who have faith in the Negro universi
still growing. This June, the first graduate
ty longer. Many have tried to deny us, but we are
s of the New Orrapidly itselif, is worth $40 million.
and its future. During the past three years, Souther
leans
n Uni- catching up and there are many instances where
extensio
n
will
receive
"My father (J. S. Clark, president of Southern for 24
degrees. Although the branch
we have
versity has received alnanst a million dollars in grants
for overtaken him.
years) always said ask for the best whether you get it or not is new, it already has a larger enrollment than Dillard or
workshops, conferences tux! Summer institutions and
Xavier Universities.
pro"Look at what your graduates are doing. They come and then do everything you can to get
It," Dr. Clark said.
fessors have received an additional $1
/
2 million for research. back with Phi Beta Kappa keys
The main campus has not always been located
To him, this applies to buildings as well as students
and Ph.D.s. They are holdin Baton
The state of Louisiana also has faith in Southern UniRouge. When Pinckney B. S. Pinchbeck, C.
ing office in the highest professional fraternities. When
C. Antoine, both
you and instructors. Of students, Dr. Clark maintained, "I never
versity. Just recently, building \!as completed on a physical
former governors of Louisiana, and other
measure them, many are just as good as any white
founded the instigrad. see buildings as a means in themselves, but a means to
science building and health reseal ch center at a cost in extution it was located in New Orleans.
uate," President Clark added.
produce a good student and to produce good learning."
cess of $1,000,000. Plans are also utalerway for construction
After
He went on to say, 'You get some good products from
rapidly
outgrow
Of instructors, he said, "I am proud of men like Dr.
ing two sites, the state legislature
on the 512-acre campus of a $1 million fine arts building
decided to move the school, in 1914, to its present
and anything. The nearer we get to equality, equipment,
location.
facili- Rogers Newman, head of the mathematics department; Dr.
$1
/
2 million school of business.
The
first men's dormitory was a former slave shack.
ties, personnel and opportunity, the more we (Negro
insti- Robert Owens, dean of the graduate school; Dr. Leonard
As for living accommodations at the institution, the tutions)
Even though the site was considered desirabl
become like any other college."
Spearman, who knows what to do with the $18,000 a year
e only for
students, especially the girls, can boast of some of the most
Negroes at the time, some of its beauty must
There was a time when Southern could not boast
have been apof its rented computer; Dr. James Prestage, who operates the
modern dormitories to be found any place in the country. equipme
parent. The campus is situated on a bluff overlook
nt, facilities and personnel. When it moved from $35,000 electron microscope which is housed in its
ing the
own buildUltra-modern in construction, the girls' dormitories are New Orleans
to Scotlandville, then, six miles outside of ing, and Dr. Leon Roddy, who, it is said knows more about widest bend in the Mississippi river.
built similar to the old homes in New Orleans. All the rooms Baton
PICTUR
ESQUE
Rouge, all of its equipment could be moved by two spiders than any other person in the country.
LOCATION
open onto a veranda or gallery instead of a corridor.
Also located on the campus is a smell lake,
mules, Snake and Hannah, and boat.
"I am proud of the fact that Dr. Prestage is a product
Lake Ker.
REPLACE OAK WOODS
nan, which is named after the white plantati
FINALLY ACCEPTED
of Southern University," Dr. Clark added.
on owner wha
Ten years ago this area of the campus was wooded and
owned the property when the school was moved
The little all-colored institution was something to
there.
be JIM-CROW STAFF
covered with oaks and moss. Today, the nine dormitories, shunned
Branches of the lake twine about the campus.
. Various communities did not want it located withPic"We have had whites apply for positions on the facul- turesque
which form an oblongated semi-triangle, stand in place of in their
white bridges span the streams. And along
boundaries. Finally East Baton Rouge Parish acthe
ty," the president declared, "but the state law says every paths and
the oaks.
roads, stately oaks, that are suppose to be
cepted it.
150
member of the faculty shall be of the colored race.
One of these dormitories, Progress Hall, is filled with
years
old,
covered with moss, form an archway.
An editorial in the February 1914 edition of a Baton
"If we didn't have the law and with tne salaries our
honor students. Every girl, who lives there has an average Rouge daily
Regardless of what critics say, Southern
newspaper stated clearly why whites did not
University has
faculty members receive and the new concept of democracy, no intentio
of 2.5 or better. A wing in one of the boys' dormitory serves mind the
n of laying down and dying. Like its theme
little school being located there.
for
we could have some of the best prepared whites to be found founders
a similar purpose.
day, "From the Plow to the Missle," the universi
It commented, "Scotland (now Scotlandville
ty
where the anywhere. You have some of the greatest physicists and
plans to continue growing and expanding.
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Ex-Laundry Worker Gives
Up His Job To Complete Book

Calif. Democrats Defeat
Negro In Bitter Fight
S A N FRANCISCO — Greene backers bolted the
(UPI) — The first Negro to convention when they lost a
bid for the presidency of test challenge of the credenthe 5,000 - member Cali- tials committee accreditation of

fornia Federation of Young some delegates from San FranDemocrats last in a close vote cisco State College.
They marched upstairs in
after a bitterly-fought campaign that at one point led to San Francisco's Bellevue Hotel
a walkout of nearly half of the and announced plans to split
400 delegates.
from the convention and form
Bill Greene of Los Angeles, their own federation with
a former freedom rider, was Greene as its president.
n"
Instead he will complete
er never prepared for me. I Hughes, John O'Hara, Ernest but I didn't. Who wants to get
defeated in his try for the
But after a series of "sumwriting a book he has titled tells of his youth in Missouri felt that I was born
group's top office by Josiah mit" conferences, they returnan orphan. Hemingway and Pearl Buck. his damned brains
knocked
''Autobiography of a Madman." and intermittent episodes be- I loved her because
Beeman, 27-year-old director of ed to the convention hall. Turshe gave "College was out for me be- out?"
fore he migrated to Chicago
Jones declared.
The ex-laundry worker is Alcause I wanted to write right.
birth to me.
education for the Northern ner Bobbitt, president of the
bert Jones, 23, of 1528 S. Chris- two years ago.
Jones' educational
back- and anyway, colleges don't The writer was asked to de- BONES UP ON FOODS California Council of Churches. 648-member Frederick DougAiiana Ave. The amateur author, He left his childhood home ground, sparse by. today's
scribe himself.
T h e federation's platform lass Club in Los Angeles, anMabry T. Roby, 8150 S. Wabash
stan- help Negroes too much."
Irchose first work was published to run away to St. Louis. "I dards, greatly
overshadows CALLED 'NIGGER'
resolutions committee nounced they had reconsidered
AMBITIOUS
Ave., an Amy reserve captain, and
at age nine, has diligently toil- just wanted to Lrok for a job," that of his mother.
Pie
continued, "I have been
He is a
"I am overwhelmingly am- was cited by Admiral Rufus E. adopted a 1963 platform calling "for the good of the party,"
ed on this partially-factual book he explained.
called
nigger all of my life. I
for elimination of the 'Un- RAPS INTRIGUE
"I was damned tired of that product of Catron Grade School
for some seven years.
cannot and will not recall my bitious," he said. "I don't know Rose, commandant of the In- American Activitie
Greene, in an obvious refs Commit50 cents an hour for chopping and Froebel High School in
if my book will resolve any dustrial College of the Armed
Jones decided that he would
childhoo
d as 'those good old
cotton. And I guess I was just Gary, Ind., where he lived with
problems, but it damned sure Forces. for having successfully tee, admission of Red China to erence to an anonymous letter
7urtail his job-hunting actividays'
because they damned sure
the UN and immediate cessa- charging that Negroes were
plagued with wanderlust, be- his steel mill laborer.father.
will take off some of the pain completed the college's
ties so he could put the last
were not.
cor- tion of nuclear testing.
trying to "take over" the fedause I always wanted to tra- It was while attending the
rrom the lenses of the ruae col- respondence course.
unwritten third of the volume
"And
I can't really blame
Roby Is
But the 13th annual conven- eration, told the delegates:
vel, especially when I heard Gary high school that Joner
ored glasses that the Martin
my
on paper.
mother
food technologist at the Armed tion ran out of time before
for all the ills of my
that the North gave extra op- learned of homosexuality.
the "There has been a lot of myslife. Even she was used as a Luther Kings are looking Forces Food and Container resolutions could
LONG-TERM PROJECT
reach the tery and intrigue surrounding
portunities to colored people. I NAMES CHANGED
stepping stone by the white through."
Institute. The Industrial Col- floor. They will come before this convention and there have
"Since I was 16," he said, "I was as sick as hell of that "Some of the characters are
man. All of my troubles began To the question of how lege devotes itself to
have been working on the book. damned plantation where the fictitious, but mostly they are
the study the federation's central com- been an awful lot of attempts
would he spend his "Autobiogwhen I was born black."
of the economic and industrial mittee Aug. 14 - 15 in San to manipulate things. I deplore
And I have really been doing white man's law ruled."
duplicates of real people. I just Jones was
raphy
of
a
Madman
royalties
"
asked if he saw
this."
it the hard way. The manu- Jones i., the product of a changed the names."
aspects of national security Diego.
a solution to the problem of if It were to become a best
OPPOSED STANDS
script is entirely handwritten. broken home."
The delegation leader claimunder all conditions.
The virile author is a text- being a
!teller,
he
answere
d,"
I
would
Negro.
Beeman said he favored the ed that Beeman forces had
That represents about 250 pag- DAY LABORERS
book example of the Artery "Sure,"
buy
a
home
and
write
"mongrel
he said,
more
izcommittee's stand on these asked him to run for national
es so far.
books."
His family, which consisted Young Negro Man type. A de- ation."
issues but Greene said he committeeman and offered to
A native of Catron, Mo., of his mother, an
older brother scrintive line in his book tell SLACK MUSLIMS
Converse
ly, lie was asked
"completely oppoces" the Red "make other concessions," but
(Population 178), he began writ- and
a younger sister were all of the three Jones children on
China stand and did not favor that he refused.
When asked his opinion a- what he would do if the manuing when he was seven years employed AS day
laborers on their way to school. "We were bout
script
was rejected by publishabolition of the House commit- "If I lose it will be because
the Black Muslim sect.
old. He even illustrated his the plantation.
well-dressed and remarkably
NEW YORK — (UPI) — tee.
Jones answered, "I don't iden- ers.
•
I ran for president," he said.
own works, which were edi- "Day laborer
is the white clean. Cute — like chimpan- tify
Jackie
Robinson
,
former Brook- The Beeman-Greene battle Beeman said he stood
with them, but I see where 'Then I would publish the
torials, poetry, and pieces of mans way
for a
of saying a field nig- zees."
lyn
Dodger
baseball
star, has for the presidency was one of "liberal, independent organibook myself," he countered.
youthful social comment.
He explained that his sister a lot of people would prefer
ger."
been
elected
to
the
Board of the most bitterly-contested zation" and that he didn't "owe
their techniques. I cannot go "I consider myself a writer,"
REMOTE
The bitterness he felt as a became an unwed mother when
Trustees of Lenox Hill Hospit- fights in recent years
along with them 100 per cent, he retorted,
"My first published piece youth has not been
in the my livelihood to any other
mellowed she was 18, and his brother but
al.
federation.
they have a hell of a pro- In conclusion, Jones was
Voles a sort of editorial which by time, but
man."
"tried to be a pimp."
honed.
Robinson
's
election,
gram."
id h
brought focus to the crying "I was ashamed
are time pursuit ed by board chairmanannounc- A roll call vote of the dele- This was interpreted as a
of my moth- AUTHOR EX-CRIMINAL
Benja- gates gave Beeman the presi- reference to the fact that
The book also deals with did he
need for a neighborhood center er," Jones
said. "She only had Jones himself is an ex-crimi- Jones'
min Buttenwieser, was believ- dency, 2,421 to 2,241 — a
mar- Greene is a state assembly
travels to Memphis,
foe the people of Catron and a fourth grade educatio
and then said, ed to mark the first time a
n. and nal having been conserted ot
gin of 180 votes. The delegates clerk, Assembly speaker Jesse
Flint, Mich, New York land "I do two things
nitighboring areas."
was illitrate. This is where my petty theft
that
my
mothNegro
has
been
Slimed
to the vote on the basis of Alb mern- M. Unruh. D-Inglea
in Chicasni in 1962. other key points.
er Could never do — I read and
'ones explained that Catron desire
de. has
wrtte stemmed from. He is now on probation.
board of a major voluntary bership and one periton may been
"In New York, I worked on Write."
a target of ethic* by llb.
hospital in New York City.
cast as many as 40 votes.
eat groups.
lies 136 miles north of Mem- And not only did I just
By DAVE POTTER
want He never pursued a college onion farms
that were owned
An acid-tongued West- phis surrounded by Parma, to write, but I wanted other education because
"received by boxer Carmine
sider who has just lost his Lllbourn, Canalou, Grey-Ridge, people to read and learn from an education from he
Basilio's fathe
authors"
job as a sorter in a laundry and Howardsville. These five what I wrote.
he read as a youngster. These ther. The younger Basilio wanthas decided not to seek new towns boasted a combined pop- BORN AN ORPHAN
writers included Henry Miller, ed me to go to Los Angeles to
employment right away. ulation of "about 6,500."
Wright,
Langston become hit sparring partner,
"I always felt that my moth- Richard
Jones said that "Madma
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BY MARJORIE 1. ULEN

By MARJORIE ULEN
roll; Miss Lara Ann Greene,
daughter of Mrs. Lara B.
DEBUTANTE BALL
The thirteenth annual deb- Greene, escorted by John S.
utante presentation of the Edwards.
Memphis Alumni chapter of Also presented were Miss
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Linda Anita Jones, daughter of
came off in a blaze of glory on Mr. and Mrs. James Hunter,
Friday, May 3, at 9 p.m., in whose escort was Robert Herthe Music Hall of The Audi- rod; Miss Hazel Glover, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. Glover,
torium.
Long before toe electric escorted by Clyde Warren;
moment came that begadi the Miss Betty Jayne • Miller,
beautiful presentation cere- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walmony which saw 45 beautiful ter Miller, escorted by Elton
young women make theib
r ows Weaver;
to society, hundreds of guests
Miss Gwendolyn Cheathim,
were in their seats in anticipa- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
GLADYCE ROBERTS
tion of the heralded event.
C. Cheatham, whose escort was
The Debutante Presentation Thomas Roland; Miss Cheryl
Jackson, Sr., of Camden,
CELESTE MCKINNEY
LILLIAN WHITNEY
was instituted by the Memphis Diane Morris, daughter of Mr.
IN. J., and Mrs. Elsie Jackson
Alumni chapter as a social pro- and Mrs. Theodore Morris, esof Philadelphia, Pa.
ject for the encouragement of corted by William Troy King;
The marriage ceremony is
high moral, academic and so- Miss Bertha Orleans Puryear,
set for early June.
cial accomplishment on the part daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Miss Roberts is a member cif
of youth in the Memphis area. Clinton Ray, escorted by RayColumbus Baptist church where
The presentation event is given mond Jackson; Miss Gloria
Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Mc- , church with Rev. P. Gonya
she is corresponding secretary
Mrs. Willie E. Roberts of for the choir, a
in cooperation with The Sil- Julia Boyd, daughter of Rev. Kinney, 1002 Leath St., an- Hentrel officiatinga A recepSunday School
ounce
the engagement and tion is to take place at the
1002 Greenlaw ave., announces teacher, Sunday School oi
houettes, wives and lweet- and Mrs. Otis Boyd, escorted
Mr.
and
Mrs.
forthcoming
Lue Whitney of She is a member of Zeta Phi the engagement and forthcom- ganist and sings in the choir,
hearts of the members of the by Harvey Jeffrice Tharp; Miss
marriage of their home of the bride, immediateMargaret Simone McAnulty, daughter, Celeste Gwendolyn, ly afterwards.
fraternity.
2100 Claremont Circle an- Beta Sorority and a teacher ing
marriage of hcr daughter, A graduate of Manassas high
o
Eugene
Alphonso
Black of
Melvin Conley opened thearlaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samschool, she also attended HenMiss McKinney, a graduate nounce the engagement of their at Hanley Elementary School.
Gladyce
Inez, to Edgar W. derson Business college. She
Berkeley,
Calif.
ceremony with a retrospective uel McAnulty, escorted by Leo
of Manassas high school, is a daughter,
is T
a he p
droastp
aeacftiv
Hea bridegroom
h Jackson, jr., of Philadelphi
Miss
Lillian
E.
WhitBlack
is
the
son
of
Mr. and freshman at LeMoyne college.
a was formerly employed for a
glance at the history of the Dwight Kolheim; Miss Peggy
Pa. Miss Roberts is the daugh- long time as laboratory
event and gave portrait sketch- Waller, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Maurice Black of 1088
Black, also a graduate of ney, to Clarence Stokes, jr., Schoola and a graduate
and
mitonofifie- ter of the late Jonesy
Pearce
St.
son
Roberts.
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Moyne
hospital worker for the U.S.
es of the accomplishments of Mrs. E. Waller, who was esManassas, is presently atgr College, where he be- Jackson
The
is
marriage
the
is
son
of
expected
Edgar
to tending a college in Oakland, Stokes, sr., of 955 Emmie st., came a member
Public Health service.
some of the young women who corted by Grady Terrell: Miss
of Alpha Phi have been presented by the Norma Jean Taylor, daughter take place at Trinity CME Calif.
and the late Mrs. Magdelene Alpha Fraternity. He is a
organization. Cited in this ins- of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Tay- Rev. and Mrs.
biology teacher at Manassas
B. L. Hooks, simultaneously. This was fol- Stokes.
tance was Mrs. Carolyn R. lor, Sr., escorted by Kenneth whose escort was Robert
Miss Whitney is a graduate High School,
Wells; lowed by the other debutantes
Garner, Miss Charlotte Brooks Porter; Miss Bernice Carolyn Miss Carolyn Irene
of Hamilton High School, reBrandon, who did another cotillian.
Ward Chapel AME church
and Mrs. Elene W. Phillips. Johnson, daughter of Mr. and daughter of Mr. and
ceived her Bachelor's degree will be the scone of the nupMrs. 0. L. Following
the presentation, at LeMoyne
Floyd M. Campbell presided Mrs. Hobart I. Johnson, who Brandon, whose
College,
escort was guests
and is tials on Sunday, June 2, withl
gathered in the downas the master of ceremonies. was escorted by Roderick Carl Bowman; Miss
doing graduate study at the Rev. R. L. McRae, the pastor. I
Shirley stairs foyer
of our Beautiful University
Peter Diggs, jr.; Miss Carolyn Ann Purnell, daughter of
1983 DEBUTANTES
of
Michigan.
Mr. auditorium,
officiating.
and then rode esTo the accompaniment of J. Hollingsworth, daughter of and Mrs. Shelby Purnell,
173 So. Third Street
who calators to the
handsome and
music from the mighty organ, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hollings- was escorted by
Willie C. glittering red
Participatin
g
members
of
theiDebs"
after
presentation
,
Kap-carpeted meathe escorts came onto the stage worth, escorted by Lallon W. Owens; Miss Beverly Joyce
wine where a scene of cultur- fraternity include R. L. Wynn, iaas this year saluted the 10th
in a precision grand march, to Boyce; and Miss Patricia Greene, daughter of
Mr. and ed gaiety
prevailed as friends Polemarch, H. L. Chandler, vice anniversary of the Debutantes
stand in the background of the Evelyn Terrell, daughter of Mrs. Julius Greene,
who was
stage to await their ladies fair. Mr. and Mrs. Goldie Terrell, escorted by Whittier Seng- greeted the debs, and congrat- polemarch, C. E .Evans, Keep- of 1953, and
picked out three
ulated
parents,
prior to the be- er of records, Joe Carr,
High above the stage, crimson sr., who was escorted by Louis stacke, jr.; Miss Dorothy Jeane
assis- of the 53 group who are repginning of the debutante form- tant
and red glittered letters em- Harris.
keeper of records, T. J.
Lewis, daughter of Mr. and
al dance which began at mid- Willis,
resentative of all of those who
blazoned the organization's Also taking bows at the bril- Mrs. R. J. Lewis, jr.,
keeper of exchequer,
who was night, in
the mezzanie ball- U. R. Phillips,
name and the event . . . and liant event were Miss Gracie escorted by Jimmy Ellis;
jr.,
strategus,
F. have gone to colleges where
Miss
then came the hushed move- Hardy, daughter of Mr. and Doris Jeanette Rowe, daughter room.
M. Campbell, parliamentarian; they were outstanding academment as the debutantes were Mrs. Lee Hardy, whose escort of Rev. and Mrs. P.
L. Rowe, This year's presentation E. Abron, S. Adams, J. P. At- ically, socially and now sucintroduced one by one, who was James Young; Miss Verida escorted by Theodore Pickett; reached new heights, and much kins, T. Bethel, L. Bridges, W. cessful in community
with their fathers or family Mae Foster, daughter of Mr. Miss Rosie Miles, daughter
of credit is due the members of Collins, D. Crawford, jr., M.
representatives individ- and Mrs. James C. Foster es- Mr. and Mrs. Israel
Miles, who Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity and Conley, J. Gailey, D. V. Jackually came onto the stage, and corted by Eddie Walsh; Miss was escorted by Ray Lewis; The Silhouettes for their ef- son, M. James H. Latham, F.
Then the debs proceeded Robbie Herron, daughter of Miss Juawice Katherine Robin- forts in making this event suc- Lewis, W. P. Porter, R. J.
Rodalone to the elevated ramp Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Her- son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. cessful.
,
dy, W. Sawyer, I. Spitler, C.
which extended from the stage ron, escorted by Ted Mc- Otis Robinson, who was
Stockton,
The
L.
Stovall,
Debutantes
J.
Turner,
are carefully
esCars Or
over the orchestra pit, to make Daniel; Miss Vera Dean Wright, corted by James Lawrence screened and undergo
a six- A, M. Walker, M. Waters, J.
the beautiful traditional bow daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hughes, II; and Miss Dorothy week training period
Used
Cars
W.
Yarbrough
and
0.
Yarwhich into_the assembled society, and Wright, escorted by Amen Jean White, daughter of
Rev. cludes several outstanding re- brough.
tten on leaving the ramp to Smith; Miss Faye Weaver, Edmond D. White, who was ceptions, teas, casual
A new innovation of the debevents and
FINANCING TO SUIT
receive their kappa gifts,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl escorted by James Kincaid.
a vigorous charm course . . . utante presentation was in:.Their fathers then escortedlWeaver, escorted by Lawrence During a brief intermission and the fruits of this
YOUR PURSE
training, augurated at the brilliant event
,
trlem to their particular es- Kelly; Miss Lydia Bernice Miss Bobbie Gail Baker, Mem- together with the
training this year, with the presentation
carts, where they again made Campbell, daughter of Mrs. phis State University Choir which of course
HULL
began in their of the three young women,
aadeeia curtsy which was re- Lydia B. Campbell, who was singer, sang a solo to organ ac- homes through years
of charac- mentioned at the beginning of
DOBBS
ciprocated simultaneously by escorted by Ernest Batten, jr.; companiment by Mrs. R. Peter- ter molding by their
families, this column, Mrs. Garner, Mrs.
le white tie and tails clad Miss Lois Williams, daughter son, who played throughout the were certainly evidenced
at the Phillips and Miss Brooks.
NEW FORD
ylaung men. Each debutante of Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Wil- program.
brilliant event last Friday
In response to inquires as to
vans a vision of loveliness, liams, who was escorted by
"What happens to the Kappa WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
When the curtain parted night.
naaany wearing the traditional William Fleming; Miss JacqueExperienced Operators Wanted
DEALERS
again, one half of the debuf211 ball gowns with hoops, and Inc Yvonne Hayes, daughter of
tante group and their escorts
THIRD & GAYOSO
many featuring the new bell Mr. and Mrs. Jesse C. Hayes
PHONE JA 5-9268
were assembled for the cotillian
Tall gowns. Each carried a who was escorted by Lenon J.
JA 6-8871
waltz . . . and upon the comnpsegay of red roses against Coleman; Miss Betty Jean
pletion of the intricate and
a- background of crimson.
Vaughn, daugher of Mr. and beautiful formal dance, the
:The beauteous young women Mrs. T. C. Vaughn, escorted by
726 E. McLEMORE
debs made deep curtsies again,
Iggiented this year and their Hamilton Diggs; Miss Gloria
WH 8-8121
escorts were: Miss Helen Pru- Jean Nolen, daughter of Mrs.
FACTORY AUTHORIZED —
dent, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cora Lee Nolen, escorted by
Call Us On All Your
Axles Prudent, escorted by Edwin Sanders; Miss Katheryn
FIRST...TAKE
Tanley Beal; Miss Carol De- Emily Neely, daughter of Mrs.
Small and Large
laine Jones, daughter of Mr. Elnora J. Neely, escorted by
Appliances
ad Mrs. Preston Jones, es- Eddie B. McKay; Miss Lee Ann
corted by Joseph Ernest Wil- Cooper, daughter of Mr. and
may he qualified for
liams; Miss Beverly Hooks, Mrs. Sammie Cooper, escorted s1,000 life insurance ... so you
will not burden your loved ones
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. by Archie Scruggs.
with funeral and other expenses.
Charles A. Hooks, Sr., escorted
More of the 45 lovely deb- This NEW policy is especially
brElmer Harrison; Miss Gloria utantes were Miss Phoebe
OUR
helpful to those between 40
Ann Westbrooks. daughter of Mignon Weaver, daughter
of and 90. No medical examination
WORK
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso West- Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Weaver, necessary.
brooks, escorted by Cedric escorted by Charles
OLD
LINE
LEGAL
RESERVE
R. BranIs
Rice; Miss Carla Ann Allen, ham; Miss Anne Carolyn
Bur- LIFE INSURANCE.
HOLLAND
.
No agent will call on you.
daughter of Mrs. Addie R. Al- ford, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs.
GUARANTEED
len, escorted by Fred Jackson;ip. L. Burford, escorted by Hen- Free information, no obligation.
APPLIA
NCE CO.
Tear out this ad right now.
Miss Elice Magnolia Reese,
ry Petty, III; Miss Dorothy . . . Send your name, address
neice of Mrs. Inez L. Hoyle, Saulsberry daughter of Mr. and and year of
birth to: Central
escorted by Robert Davidson, Mrs. Clarence Saulsberry,
es- Security Life Insurance Co.,
jr.; Miss Glover Jean Tillman, carted by Marion
Dept.
H-118-1418
WestRasedale,
Brewer; Miss
ala
4
Fort Worth 4, Texas.
daughter of Mrs. Cornelia V. Patricia
from $13995
Hooks, daughter of
Tillman, excorted by I. M. Car-
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MILLER'S

HOUSE -OF BEAUTY

Specialize In
Processing

We

•

Permanents

Buy Your
1963
From Us

Miller's Styles
Fit The Person

4rthur Miller, Prop.

HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE

Burial Insurance
Pays '1,000 Cash!

REAL BREAD!

ALSO

4569
SUMMER

MU 5-8241

AIR CONDITIONERS

CANDLE

NEW it USED

PEST

Kelvinator & York

EXTERMINATING CO.

WOLFE

TOM SAWYER

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

CONSTRUCTION
CO.

Appl. Service

Licensed and
Bonded

NEW BUILDING, REMODELING AND
CUSTOM MADF DEN SPECIALISTS

CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

Kitchens Repaired

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

NO MONEY DOWN
F.H.A. FINANCED

CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

Pk FA 7-6033

2609 Supreme

452-6657
GL 8-9152

4

618 I. MeLIMORE

WH 2-4332

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

LIGHT

INN

Visit CANDLE LIGHT INN
and enjoy the pleasant atmosphere of
The MODERN STAR LIGHT ROOM.
"Serving the finest Foods anywhere."
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT

We cater to all private parties.
For Reservations Call

CANDLE LIGHT INN
119p Springdale

4

Phone 276-9221
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GRADUATION DAYS
Albert J. Porter, bookkeeper.
Commencement time is here The Congress commemorated
and many Lanites are expect- the 100 th anniversary of
the
ed to return for exercises on Faith's proclamation by its
By MRS. C. WATSON
hien(' seems to prefer this
the campus beginning May 18. founder, Baha'u'llah.
Counselor B.T.W. High School girl to you . . don't WEISS*
Alumni Day will be spent The faith teaches the oneDear Carlotta:
time or tears — get another
ness
with a pigrimage to the grave kind. of religion and of manMy boy friend got another boy friend.
Dear Mrs. Watson:
of Bishop Isaac Lane, founder
Tag Guidepost
Stk
SOCIALLY
I am 21 and have one child.
of the college.
girl about three weeks ago. He
The Civic Pride club met
gave her his phone number. My husband and I get Coil
The Alumni Banquet is set Friday, April 26, for a business
Now everytinre she gets ready badly. He gets drunk and
for 7 p.m. in the college dining meeting in the lovely home
to go somewhere she pretends comes home and beats ma
room with the Rev. M. H. of Mrs. Doi is Price, who
was
she is sick and calls him over every week end. He is 42. Wkai
Burnett, class of '33, as speak- the hostess. She served
a deto the house. She is not sick. can I do? Worried.
er.
licious menu.
Dear Worried:
What can 1 do? Lovesick.
The President's breakfast
Members present were Mrs.
I doubt if you can reform
Dear Lovesick:
ilk for alumni, seniors, parents Marie
Penn, president; Mrs.
a
42-year-old drunkard. If you
wand faculty will be Sunday Mary G. Blair, vice president;
One thing you can do is to
morning, May 10, at 10 a.m. Mrs. Georgia Wisdom, secrepretend you are sick at the don't think you can take it
.
.
. leave him. I know the
with the Baccalaureate serv- tary; Mrs. M. K. Smith, treassame time and see if he will
ice at 5 p.m. on the front urer; Mesdames L. E. Bell,
come to you instead of to her. marriage cermonies say 'tit
death do us part."
Campus.
Georgia Adkins, Ovallie GoodHowever, I must admit this But if a man
beat me every
OIL
rich,
is
Mary Fox, Florence Ward,
not very honest. But serious- week end
The Rev. Robert L. Potts,
and was a habitual
OBSERVE GOLDEN DATE
a 1945 Lane graduate who is Myrtle Monroe, Doris Price
ly it is a cheap way to get or drinker,
I
would consider hiai
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne .1. Moore, Sr., of 623 Alston ave.,
now president of Texas col- and Miss Ora Ellington.
hold a boy friend. If the boy dead.
Grandchildren on hand to wish them happiness were
lege, will be the speaker. The
Little Misses Sharon V. and all of their children were home for the occasion. Mr.
Mrs. Sheila Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Moore, Ill;
college choir, under the di- Smith and Wanda Watkins
and Mrs. Moore are seen behind cake. Children of the
Miss Yural Moore, Airman 1st Class Carl Moore, Pfc.
rection of Robert G. Owens, were guests along with Mrs. couple there are Mr. and Mrs. Osborne
Moore, Jr., New
Winston Moore, Terry Moore and Gwendolyn Johnson.
will be presented in concert Bertha Estes of Memphis.
New York City; Mr. and Mrs. Otha Moore, Indianapolis;
Mr. and Mrs. Moore have three great-grandchildren.
at 8 p.m.
A very interesting game
A
Miss Lillian Moore, Chicago and J. B. Moore of Memphis.
heat of friends and relatives were present. (Withers
Commencement proper will was conducted and the lovely
Photo) s
Omer Robinson was host at
first,
second and third prizes
be at.5 p.m. on the college
Mr. Robinson's guests at the
a breakfast party, following breakfast were Joe Young
campus, May 20. The Rt. Rev. went to Mesdames Estes, Goodand
rich
and
Wisdom.
N. S. Curry, Presiding Bishop
the Grand Orchid Ball given Mitt Joyce Lynom, Mr. and
of the Fourth Episcopal Dis- DINNER MEETING
, by the members of Tau Iota Mrs. Freemen Robinson, Mr.
trict of the CME Church, will
'Sigma Chapter of Phi Beta and Mrs. Utillus Phillips ,pi'.,
Kyles Kozy Kitchen
was
deliver the address. The open- the betutiful setting for the
tiigma Fraternity, Inc., Friday, Mrs. Zack Hightower and Zack
ing of the Lane College Muse- dinner meeting of the New
May 10.
Hightower, jr., Mr. and Mrs.
um in the I. B. Tigrett Science Idea Club hosted by Mrs. EsAt the dance, the Sigma men Alexander Sanders, Miss VelOwen College President,
Buiding will be at 1 p.m. on sie M. Perry.
ma Lots Jones, Mrs. Mary H.
Dr. C. L. Dinkins, announces presented garlands of orchids
diMay 20.
Mrs. Perry received the
to their wives and sweethearts, Ezelle, Mr. and Mrs. Chastene
that
the
1963
commence
ment
il
l FREEDOM DINNER
Thompson, Dr. B. F. McCleaves
fashionably dressed members
activities will begin Sunday, who were presented in a grand
A SUCCESS
and Mrs. Estalyn Ross, Edin a beautiful two-piece black
May 26 with the Annual Com- in arch during intermission,
The $5-a-plate Fellowship eyelet costume. After the busiward Conyers, Mr. and Mrs.
ending in a grand waltz.
mencement Vesper.
Dinner sponsored in behalf ness session, presided over by
Miniature orchids were given Samuel Peace, Elmer HenderElder
Blair
T.
Hunt,
min- to each feminine guest
of the Freedom Fund of the the popular president, Mrs.
by the son, Andrew McCoy and Mrs.
ister of Mississippi Blvd.
Jackson chapter of the NAA- Rosetta McKissack, a chicken
Lillie Lee Threats, A. B. Bland,
Christian Church and former members of the fraternity, who
CP on last Friday night was dinner with apple pie, alaGeorge Stevens, Mr. and Mrs.
principal of Booker T. Wash- with their wives and escorts
k huge success. Gross pro- mode was served and enjoyed
C. D. Goodlow and Mr. and
ington High School, will bs included: Mr. and Mrs. Howard
ceeds ran to $1,019.
by all.
Mrs. Taylor Ward, also Mr. and
the vesper speaker at the Griffin, Mr. and tali's. I. S.
Guest speaker for the ocMembers attending we r e:
4 p.m. observance to be held Sodden, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew and
casion was Dr. M. L. Morrison, Mesdames Ainne Maney, Olivat the St. John Baptist church, Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Scog- Mrs. Marjorie Glen, Mr. and
principal of Bruce High school ia Combs, Annie Mae Bond,
gins, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mrs. James Somerville, Mrs.
Vance At Orleans.
in Dyersburg.
Browne, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Sallie Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
Louise Praither, Sarah Gibbs,
Dr.
Jameson
Jones,
Dean
of
A recent graduate of the M. K. Smith, 0 lessa Beck,
C. Ward, Mack Lofton and Miss Sam Brown, Mr, and Mrs. I.
Southwestern
College
of Mila Williams, Mr. and
University of Tennessee, Dr. Vivian Bell, Gladys Bronaugh,
Mrs. S. Bodden, Dr. E. A. WitherMemphis,
will
be
the
speaker
Morrison made an appeal to Mary L. Womack, Alice KirW. D. Cattier). Mr. and Mrs. C. spoon and his guest, Leon
AT
LINKS
at
CONFER
the
ENCE
eighth
annual
comthe citizens to continue in the kendoll, Gertrude Ford, LuFisher of Kilgore, Texas; Miss
mencement of Owen College J. Goodlow, Mr. and Mrs. SamSome 91 delegates and visiting Links were
Mosee, Area Chairman, who gave the banunited effort for rights for all cille Sangster, Edna White and
to he held Thursday. May 30, uel Peace. Mr. and Mrs. Nesby B. A. E. Callaway. Mrs. Hassle
present for the 11th Central Area Meeting
individuals, lie explained the Izetta Lovette.
quet address on the topic, "Who Am I?
at 6:00 p.m. in the Roger Wil- Blanchard, A. B. Bland, Dr. E. Lewis, Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank
of Links, Inc., held recently on the Fisk
difference between "desegreWhere Am I Going?" Mrs. Margaret Simms, liams
A. Witherspoon, Dr. B. F. Mc- White, Ben McCleaves, Mrs.
With the dance season at
Hall Auditorium.
university
gate" and "integrate."
campus
in Nashville, and seen
co-chairman, Area Planning Committee;
Cleave and Mrs. Estalyn Ross, George Toles, Mack Lofton and
its peak, many Jacksonians
Dean
-Registrar
Thomas
I.
here are outstanding leaders who particiA very special guest at the traveled to Dyersburb, Tenn.,
Dr. Copper E. Taylor and Mr. Miss Mila Williams, Miss Jewel
Mrs. Minnie Gaston, National Links treaWillard announces that 24
pated in the conference. From left are Mrs.
dinner was Mrs. Ruby Hur- last Friday night to be guests
and Mrs. T. V. McMillan and Gentry, Mrs. Victoria Hansurer, and Mrs. Mildred !late Freeman, sophomores qualify for
gradcock, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ley, director of the South of the Dyer County Teachers'
Mr. Robinson.
Alice Archer, president of Nashville Links;
chairman, Area Planning Committee. The
uation on the basis of work
Eastern Region of the NAA- Association. Decorations were
Dr. Zelma Watson George, who addressed
The Orchid Ball was in- Iles, jr., Mrs. Dorothy Curry,
theme of the two-day conference was
to he completed either at the
CP. Members of the Junior beautiful to the theme of "A
the gathering on the subject, "Seven
end of the Spring Semester or augurated by the Sigmas last Miss Yvonne Exum, Miss Q.
"Centennial Year—Target: Equality of OP.hapter and Lane College Song In My Heart."
year, and at that time Mr. Rob- Atwater, Miss V. Bland, Miss
Youth Challenges to Links": Mrs. Elmer
the Summer Session.
portuulty
For
All
Youth."
hapter of NAACP served as DELTA'S BALL
inson waa host at a breakfast E. Williams and B. Neely.
host and hostesses at the beau- Then Saturday night it was
party. Friday night marked the
—WDIks disk jockey, J. M.
tifully decorated setting in a night with Delta Sigma Thesecond annual party by the Loses
Brooks,
added
a
delightful
$5,000 Savings
and
the Lane College Dining room. ta in Jackson at the Pepperhost, and his guests including
pleasant air to the entire
Chairman of the affair was mint Ball. It was a joyous
his Sigma brothers who were KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI)
A capacity crowd was pres- club members, who sang the
— For years Percy Jackson,
James Buchannan. Dr. W. R. occasion and a beautiful scene
.evening by spinning the latest
enthusiastic in their delight
72, wanted a $5,000 bill so he
Bell is local NAACP president, to behold with all the ladies ent when Leath Social Service club's "Welcome" song. The hit records.
with
the
superb
hospitalit
y.
club presented its second an- histoy of the club was related
could impress his friends.
Just returning from the first attired in either red or white,
nual Cocktail party and Fash- by Martha Jean. Th- motto of The pl:mning committee inThe buffet affair was highA month ago, Percy convertWorld Congress of the Balla% and the. candy cane decoraion show, Sunday. May 5 at the club is SERVICE and it eluded Mrs. Ladye Stokely,
lighted with silver service for ed most of
his life savings into
Faith held in London, England tions completed the simply
coffee, ham, bacon, grits and a crisp $5,000
the Foote Homes auditorium. was interesting to know that shairman; Mrs. Mary
C. Shaw,
bank note. He
recently were Dr. Allan Ward, devout setting.
assorted jellies.
club
the
green,
Pink
is
and
its
in
32nd
club
the
year,
told
police
he lost it.
chairman of the speech de- Everyone is anxiously awaitMrs. Classie Carpenter, Mrs..
with'
one
charts!'
member
colors,
featured
were
the
in
partment at Lane college, and ing the Kappa Ball this week.
Myrtle Shaw, Mrs. Jennie M.
decorations which consisted of Mrs. Gussie Day, still faithfulfresh pink roses and green- ly woeking. The club's theme Anderson and Mrs. Mary L
ery placed artistically about song, "Because," was sung by sayloi, co-chairmen.
Other members who served
the auditorium. The club mem- Mrs. Maxiee Johnson. Mrs
hns were attractive in their Mary C. Shaw, accompanied as hostesses were: Mrs. Gussie
Air Force
Day, Mrs. Leila McClellan.
dresses of green batiste, and her at the piano.
Fly week ends. Earn $3,000-$4,000 per year.
'sink csrsag a. further empha- A gift was awarded to the Mrs. Lucille Joyner, Mrs. Ag
We also have reserve openings for enlisted
first guest present. That honor flea Davis, M r s. Carnell.,
The 29th annual observance insurance and 100.000 n•w pol- sizing the club colors.
men in all military specialties. The 445th
of National Insurance Week icyholders as the goal for the The fashion show was nar- went to Mrs. Essie Webb. Also Brooks. Mrs. Arizona Corua,
"Dixie" Troop Carrier Wing.
rated by WDIA's Martha Jean, gifts were avcirded to the era and Mrs. Arlena Williams.
got underway May 13. with 47 week.
companies and 10,000 agents Theme for the traditional all- who was stunning in her at- club represented by having the Mrs. Annie Wiley was ill and
could not be present. Mrs. MRS. A.
MEMPHIS MUNICIPAL
MACE° WALKER
amparticipatin&
out effort is. "America's Best tire. S h e also contributed most members present. Two
W National Insurance Week Loved Families Are Life In- mush to th" fashion show by clubs tisd for this award, the Amantha Steele was also ab- Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, presiAIRPORT
was proclaimed by George A. surance Safe." It is augmented modeling original hats loaned C.W.A. Telephone club, Jesse sent.
Jones, president and the Phil- Mrs. Mary C. Shaw. was re- dent of the Memphis chapter
Beavers, r., president of the by the -' slogan , "When You by Lowenstein's.
Monday
Through Friday
of Links, Inc., was a delegate
National Insurance Associa- Care Enough, You Buy Models were: Mrs. Judy &- layette Social club, Mrs. Lucille sponsible for the stage decorato
11th
the
tions
Central
which
war.
Area
Meetloaned
by
Dobbins,
president,
having
each
Call 323-7661
lion, which established the ed- Enough."
land, the star model; Mrs. Evucational-insurance sales pro- The plan and promotion of elyn Green Shannon, Mrs. five members present. Gifts Julius Lewis. Mrs. Lucille ing held on the Fisk campus
in
Nashville
Joyner,
were
recently.
also
florist,
awarded
club
furnished
the
Other
to
the
motional event in 1935. Beav- National Insurance Week were Odessa Robinsrn, Mrs. Shirley
ers Is chairman of the board of constructed by a committee Gollady and Mrs. Hazel Guy. members who sold the highest corsages and the tasty cookies Memphis delegates were Miss
number
were
tickets.
made
of
by
Mrs.
Mary
Mrs.
Lelia Mc- Jewel Gentry and Mrs. Alma
directors of Golden State Mu- headed by Wendell 0. Haynes The latest and most exotic
K. Booth.
tual Life Insurance Co., Los of Chicago, a district manager fashions were presented by L. Taylor, president, was first Clellan.
and
was
proclaime
Queen,
d
Angeles.
for Supreme Life Insurance these ladies. Top fashions for
having
cold
tickets.
70
Mrs.
Beset $60 million in new Company of America.
"small 'fry" were presented by
—
little Nena Patrice Shannon Jennie M. Anderson was seerind, having sold 40 tiekets and
and little Eddie Williams.
Guests were welcomed to the Mrs. Ladye Stokely was third,
having sold 36 tickets.
two refreshment tables, where
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
assorted hors-d'oeuvres, punch,
cookies, candy and nuts awaitSmall Down Payment-6 Months To Pay
SHOP AT HOME
ed them. Fruit, on a threeIt you have a problem including your:
WITH YOUR
tiered silver tray, was used as
the centerpiece for the horsDriving License-Cancellations—SR-22 or Releases
d'oeuvre table which was covOISESISUEOS
ered with a lace cloth over
CALL
•SAVE MONEY
preen. A silver punch bowl was •SAVE TIME
SAYS[SPORT
the attraction for the punch This-Hoene•
Purchase and Delivery'.Plan has
table which was covered with been serving hone...Ives all over the U.S. for
MOH than
generations. The SA Yht AN
a lace cloth over pink. The SHOPPINGthree
635 Mississippi Blvd.
CENTER features over 17ti home
ivt=
cocktails were served from a -iiitucts, including fainotts Hole. Lannlated
Two Speed
So.!). Toiletrnis, Home Madicines. Fond ProdPh. 526-2381
owriesOMOORobs. 274-9837 pink and green leatherette ucts, Hnusehold Work•ar•rs and lovely La
.10*,•010000.
bar. Floyd E. Shaw. who served gay COarnetles.
far OUALIEY PR005C1S at 1.01,
Portable
1 PRICES Cal:
as waiter, was in full dress at111
MR. R. G. HUNTER
"wiz=le- Ira
tire.
..„
Special events of the'evening 2180 Bellevue WH 6-1532
were the presentation of the
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SARAH'S GRILL

1285 THOMAS STREET

SATTELLITE
RECORD SHOP

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE FAMOUS SOUTHERN
FRIED CHICKEN & CHOICE STEAKS
PLATE LUNCH 78 CENTS
GOOD NOME-COOKED FOOD FRESH DAILY

926 E. McLemore Avenue

Electric
Fan -

Tangy!
Full-Bodied!
OUR 75th YEAR

Be SPEASific... Always Ask for SPEAS1

'16"

1425 Hollywood Street
A Variety of New and Old Records
of Your Choice

THE BLUE ROOM & GRILL COMPLETELY
-AIR CONDITIONED'
OUR SERVICE IS ALWAYS WITH A
COURTEOUS SMILE

PHONE

VINEGARS

T

WE DELIVER A PURCHASE OF
$4.00 OR MORE
IF YOU WANT IT WE HAVE IT
RECORDS AND ALBUMS YOU LIKE
BEST TO HEAR

526-9391
Ae.

Th• Palace
CLOTHING COMPANY
114-116 SO. MAIN ST.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Where Prices Are Right
COMPLETE FAMILY STORE
EASY CREDIT TERMS

Lightweight—easily carried from room to room.
Quiet, heavy-duty 2 speed motor is U.L. approved, has a 1-year manufacturer's warranty
.
Slim style.
9 No. Main Street
oc.n

KRESS

9.30 A.M. 5:30 P.M.
Thur. S. & Mon.
9:30 a.m. Tit 9130 p,rn,

Special 2 Keys Made Only 65c
•

./
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Mother selling the second highest amount of tickets over $25
will, be given a ;15 ha.
Tickets are on sale at Victory
Funeral Hume, 871 Marechalneil and Melrose Elementarj(t)
School.
Mrs. Cleo Draper, president,
T h e Melrose Elementary Melrose Etementary PTA, W.
School PTA will present a Tea D. Callian, Jr., principal.
and Fashion Show, May 19,
from 4- 6PM., in the school
gymnasium. Featuring: HATS
and MODELS from CARSLA'S
BOUTIQUE, Hats by CarruthCAPETOWN. South Africa
ers.
Tickets are 7.5c in advance, —(UPI)—South African President C. R. Swart signed into
$1.00 at door, and 50c for chillaw the government's antidren.
sabotage law permitting imThe parent or Room Mothet prisonment without trial for
selling the highest amount of 90 days in a move aimed at
tickets over $15 will be given a ending subversion and terror625 hat. The parent or Room ism in the republic.

BTW
SCHOOL
NOTES

:J1T FORT MEADE, Md. — Colonel Phillip
right is Sergeant First Class Emanuel HarPope, post commander, presents the
per, reenlistment NCO at the hospital.
...Pert Meade Commander's Reenlistment ' Captain Keim, originally from Washing-.Trophy to Captain Walter H. Keim, deton, D. C., now lives at Fort Meade.
7
4achment commander at Kimbrough Army
Sergeant Harper hails originally from
:hospital, for the highest overall reenlistMemphis, Tenn.. at 1550 Minnie St.
:juent record of a company-sized unit. At

Hanley Principal To Speak
At First Baptist Church
Annual Women's Day will Ruth Gee of St. Lois, Mo., wil:
be observed at First Baptist be the special guest soloist.
church, 500 N. Fourth St., on
Mrs. Williams, is the wife
Sunday, May 19, and the speak- of the pastor of St. John Baper during the program will be tist Church, Vance ave., and
Mrs. A. McEwen Williams.
the principal of Hanley EleThe theme of this year's pro- mentary school.
gram will be "Christian Wom- • A reception honoring Mrs.
Williams will be held on Saten in a New Decade." Mrs.
urday night in the home of
the pastor and wife, Rev. and
Mrs. P. L. Rowe of 1458 S.
Willett from 7 to 9 p.m.
The chairman of the Women's Day program is Mrs. P.
L. Rowe. Mrs. Katherine Newsome is program chairman.
Ths public is invited to all
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Craine services of the day.
of 1020 Vandorn Ave. of Holly
Spring, Miss., announce the
engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their niece, Miss
Martha Craine, to Isaac Young.
She is the daughter of Mr. Hogan Craine of Memphis and,
the late Mrs. Rebecca Craine.
Young is the son of Mr. and By MRS. CORNELL WOLFE
Mrs. John Young, Jr., of 379
Wake up! Somebody is aCarbon Rd.
sleep or they are talking out
The marriage ceremony has of both sides of their mouths.
• The latter part of 1961, a
schedule f o r desegregating
local municipal golf course.,
was published in newspapers.,
According to the schedule. I
all municipal golf-courses were
to have been desegregated
l except Galloway, which is
scheduled for January, 1964
Overton Park was scheduled
for March 1 of this year.
Two golfing
housewives
went out to Overton Park recently. They bought tickets.
played and were treated royally. Two days later they returned to play—but were refused tickets and were told it
was a mistake to have let
them play the first time.
A few weeks ago an article
appeared in a newspaper
MISS MARTHA CRAINE
which stated that six out of
seven golf courses in Memphis
been set for June 16 at Pro- were already
desegregated.
gressive Baptist church,
We play at Fuller, Riverside,
Miss Craine is graduating Pine Hill and Auboden.
Please!
senior from Mississippi Indus-Somebody tell us where the
trial college in Holly Spring. other two courses are so
we
She is active in several cam- taxpayers can find them.
pus clubs She is expected to
Are officials really asleep?
graduate Magna Cum Laude. Or do they think we are
Young is a former student asleep?
• ••
at Booker T. Washington high
school. Presently he is employ- The annual policemen's and
ed as a postal worker. He is firemen's golf tournament is
also affiliated with Southern planned also a Shelby CounEducator, Inc. He is the past ty Teachers golf tournament,
clotted ruler of the Beale as well as college teachers.
Street Elks lodge. He is the If you were to receive an inbusiness manager of the Pro- vitation, would your game be
Moters organization.
ready?

Miss Martha Carine
To Wed Isaac Young
In June Ceremony

GOLFING WITH
1.11.

MRS. A. M. WILLIAMS

Melrose PTA To
Give Fashion
Show And Tea

By JOSEPH YOUNG
Hi, there. This is your guest
writer Delois Grant . to give
you the latest happenings around the swinging oNv."
SPOTLIGHT
This week ,our spotlight falls
on Miss Yvonne Williams, a
member of class 1'2-5a under
the instruction of Mr. Cummingham. She resides at 625
C-Lauderdale with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Williams.
Miss Williams is engaged
in some such activities as:
N.D.C.C. sponsor, president of
Hostess Club, and a member
of the Deb-Teen. She was
also second alternate to Miss
Bronze Queen. She attends
Mount Olive Cathedral church.
She plans to attend Tennessee
State University.
Hats off to a very lovely
young lady. May success be
with you.
EVENTS
On May 7, there was an
assembly held in the Blair T.
Hunt Gymnasium for the recognition of the National Honor
Society. Our guest speaker
was our own assistant principal, Mr. Walker who spoke
u•ri 'Our Values." The Glee
club sang, "This Is My Home."
On May 9, the Junior and
Senior Prom was held at the
City Auditorium. The theme
was "An
Evening of Enchantment." Some of the
swinging Juniors there were:
Arenthia Leath, Barbara Elrod, Johnny Hayes, Proteon
Taylor; Mary Spearman and
Diane . Melville. Some of the
swinging Seniors were: Jessie
Mitchell, Thomas Milan, Aubrey Howard, William Young,
Kenneth Porter, and Alfred
Gray. The Prom was a beautiful occasion and everyone
was looking their best.

Anti-Sabotage Law
Adopted In S. Africa

WOOLWORTH'S
MEMPHIAN IN GERMANY
Airman First Class Albert Clemons, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Clemons of 1195 Mississippi blvd., is seen preparing
food for airmen at Ramstein Ale Base in Germany, where
he has been assigned on the Air Force's new overseas rotational program, Operation Short Spurt, Airman Clemons
is a graduate of St. Augustine High school. His wife and
children live in San Francisco. He will return to Hamilton
AFB, Calif., when he returns from overseas.

WINESand
LIQUORS
JA 6-9963

"COTTON CARNIVAL TIME"
The Entertaining Time For
You and Your Friends

23" Mahg. Console T.V.
Regent Wringer Washer

MIDWAY LIQUOR STORE
,355 Beale St.
Memphis, Tenn.
lEirajlEarirrlir
l
COUPON

only S 119"mo
only S9995 M0

THROUGH

AAA FURNITURE AND APPLIANCE CO.
20 N. Cleveland
call BR 4-6812
.,.1
.•
DELUXE
air conditioner
if-:•.:.:w:1-0:kA4-.).tev0-:.....s

1

$100

You'll also find a slide-out chiller tray that's handy
for quick-chilling foods and beverages. Also: Fullwidth vegetable crisper• Built-in butter keeper and
egg ractts•Super-storage door•Modern. built-in look
•12.8 cu. ft. of refrigerated space in all!

This lovely Whirlpool Refrigerator
can be yours for only
$2.45 per week with trade.
WHY

PAT MORE? NO DOWN PAYMENT
lit PAYMENT — JUNE 10th, 1963

CLIP THIS COUPON
CLIP THIS COUPON
ww
.Sorry Limit I
Sorry Limit I
W
Regular 65s
Regular 494
WW
ww

w NIX Deodorant ww NOXZEMA
ww

WW

43

&
heater. 29,000 actual miles.
Pretty white finish with
blue interior.

$995

Rein•inb•r you 'freely* $100 Spot
Cosh with th•purchos• of this car

W Good At All Memphis Stores W W Good At All Memphis Stores W
May 16, 17, 18
May 16, 17, 18
WW
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

COUPON'S GOOD AT ALL
Memphis Woolworth's
ilirlirw
iEiMlirCOILY
$100

SPOT CASH

BEL AIR, 4 Dr., Powerglide, R.H. Has had best of
core. Extra Clean.

$1495

R•inttiober you receive S100 Spot
Cash with th• purchas• of this car

'61 CHEVROLET

'58 CHEVROLET

CORVA1R '700" 4 Dr.
Powerglide R.H. Cleanest
one in Memphis

4 Dr., V-8 Powerglide. Air
Conditioned.
Reduced for
quick sole,

$1395

Remember you r•c•iy• $100 Spot
Cosh with th•purchas• of this car

'58 PONTIAC

Model D•10015-7

Don't let this heat bother you! Enjoy
and keep cool all summer with a
Whirlpool Deluxe Air Conditioner for
the Low-Low -price of $2.25 per Week.
A

MAY 21

$100

4 Dr. Cross Country Station
Wagon. Today's best buy.
City Driven,

$1195

R•riterobitr you rec•ir•$100 Spot
Cosh withth•purchas•of this car

•

$595

R•member you rec•ire 1700 Spot
Cosh with the parch,'" of this COI

'58 RAMBLER

' $895

Remember you r•citiy• 1100 Spot
Cash with the purchas• of this car

4

Dr. Sta. Wgn., Factory Air
Cond., Power Brakes & Steer.
Luggage Rack on top. Sharp
Fire Engine Red.

$1195

Remember you rec•iv• 1100 Spot
Co•h with th• purchase of this car

'57 OLDS.

$1395

R•inember you receirit $700 Spot
Cash with the purchos• of this car

Sliding Sun Roof, 2 D.
r with
radio and heater. Gleaming
green finish,

$995

Remember you receive S100 Spot
Coot' with lh• purchos• of this car

'60 DODGE

Super "88' 4 Dr. Factory Air
Cond., Full Power. Beautiful,
good condition.

$895

.

$1495

Remember you receive $100 Spot
Cosh with th• purchou of this car
,

'60 FORD Galaxie

'58 VOLKSWAGEN

4 Dr. H.T., V•8, Automatic,
Full Power, RH
. .

Classic Sedan. ''6' straight
Drive.
Looks and drives
like a new one.

'55 RAMBLER

tion Wagon. Bayl What
4 D. H.T.ta
.T. Fordomatic, V-8,
an ideal second car. Best of
R.H. It's easy to be the owner
..
shape and a real mileage
eage
of this stylish H. Top.
getter.

,

, Exhausts stale air, too ... helps remove smoke and
cooking odors. Adjusts cooling to conditions
ia
HI for "scorchers", 1.0 for nights. Quiet runniity,
too! Includes kit for easy inslallation. (1,800 tri
V. See them today :
to huge 11,300 ICTL u

COUPON

THROUGH

V

Remember you r•c•ix• S100 Spot
Cosh with th•purchas• oi this car

Cools, filters, even c!ries the air!

JAR 370

ww

WITH THE PURCHASE OF EITHER OF THESE USED CARS WITH ABOVE COUPON
'60 RAMBLER
'61 RAMBLER
'59 CHEVROLET
'62 RAMBLER
4 Dr. with automatic radio

$895

Model EKL-13C

Plus
Tox

S10
0,

'57 CHRYSLER

a week
with acceptable trade

CANDY BAR w
MINT OR GUM w

HAIR REP

GOOD

MAY 21

r rIN r le

$2"

6 at.

$100

Saratoga 4 Dr. H.T. Full
power and automatic trans.

,s

Sorry Limit 3
Regular

GOOD

REFRIGERATOR
zr
.
r,•-

Sorry Limit 1
Regular 35f

le

,.

51130 Mo
only S11995 mo
only 59950 Mo

Beale Streets Finest Furn.
& App. Store
Call For Free Courtesy Car
We Appreciate Your Business

CLIP THIS COUPON

W Good At All Mioraphis Stores WW Good At All Memphis Stores W
May 16, 17, 18
May 16, 17, 18
WW
WWWWWWWWWWW WWWWWWWWWWW

Mixed or Whole-cases
Priced at a Saving
Ladies Invitiid

10 Ft. Admiral Refg.

CLIP THIS COUPON

270

74e Eat le ..defuoird
-40 *ea,r4 Se/wece"
2ceic4 Seirace
Eveity ecaameit''

k

$109)no.

Sorry Limit I
Regular 904

WE HAVE FOR YOU:

$6.66 Per Mo.

4 Pc Ant. White
18th Century Bed Room Suite
4 Pc. Fruitwood
18th Century Bed Rm. Suite
10 Ft. GE Refg.

CLIP THIS COUPON

Sorry Limit 2
Recoor 154

W Good At All Memphis Stores W W Good At All Memphis Stores
May 16, 17, 18
Moy 16, 17, 18
WW
W
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWIIVW

MIDWAY LIQUORS
355 BEALE ST.

NEW 8. USED
NO MONEY DOWN
EASY TERMS
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL

OTHER FINE SPECIALS

•59 N. Main
•413 N. Cleveland •3457 Summer
.3911 Park Avenue • 51 N. Highway •3454 Plaza
1955 South Third

w LOVERS MOON
0. J.
v.
w HAIR DRESSING ::BEAUTY LOTION
W W
Illqb Plus W
6
w
110
lpf
os.
Tcx W

526-5054

ONLY $129.93

COUPON SALE!
CLIP THIS COUPON
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SENSATIONAL

TRI-STATE
FURNITURE &
APPLIANCE CO.
319 Beale St.

SATU

SENECA 2 Dr., fully equip.
Very low city mileage.

$1295

Remember you' r•c•ire S100 Spot
Rot...mbar you rec•ix• $100 Spot
Cosh with th• purchos• of this co, _ Cosh with the purchos•of this Car

.

$550

Remember you receive S100 Spot
Cosh with th• purchase.of this car

'61 CHEVROLET
2 Dr. H.T. Air Conditioned
Powerglide, R.H., Perfect
white finish with contrasting red interior.

$1845

R•member you receiv•5100 Spot
Cash with th• purchas•of this car

'63 RAMBLER
AMBASSADOR, 4 Dr. Stn.
Wagon, Factory Air Cond.
P.B. P.S.

$2595

Remember you rec•i•• $/00 Spot
Cash with the purchos• of this cor

SECURITY RAMBLER

693 Union

IA 3-6397

•

•
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• SPORTS
HORIZON
TSU NAMES MERRITT
master recruiter, was rumorThe cloudy football situation ed a muckraker and wasn't
at Tennessee A&I State Uni- retained when Simmons took
versity was cleated up last over at A&I in 1961. Green
week when the Nashville in- helped out at Fisk University
stitution announced that John last season. He has also served
A. Merritt of Jackson State as an assistant at Southern
College in Mississippi had ac- University in Baton Rouge,
cepted the head coaching po- La.
sition.
SHORT SPRING DRILLS
The announcement 'climaxes
Merritt will bring with him
weeks of speculation about
his chief Jackson State aide,
ho would be picked to lead
Joe Gilliam. According to Dr,
A&I back to gridiron promiW. S. Davis, another assistant
nence. Despite the great unwill be named at a later date.
certainty as to whom it would
The Tennessee assistants not
he to succeed outgoing Lawretained by the new regime,
rence Simmons. the robust
can remain on the school's
erritt who led Jackson State
Payroll as teachers if they so
to an Orange Blossom
desire.
Classic victory over Florida
Because of the lateness Of
A&M last season, was the
the date. the A&I spring footprime target sought by A&I
ball drills will be cut to 10
President, Dr. W. S. Davis.
days. Commencing last SaturMany TSU followers were
left in doubt when an earlier day Merritt's charges will have
to terminate action May 21 bereport from Jackson, had Mercause of the beginning of
rit staying on at the school
final exams. Dr. Davis ,exwhich he brought from emplaining the belated start of
bryonic rawness to national
'NEW BLOOD' AT STATE
spring training, stated that
recognition.
Mapping Mans for the 1963 TSU football
WINS MERIT OF MEDAL — James F.
Ohlo-born, West Virginia State college
A&I didn't want to start the
clation-of the United States, the medal
NEWS AT BANQUET
season is John A. Merritt, left, new footdrills under anybody than the
Estes, Jr., son of Atty. and Mrs. James E.
graduate, expects to complete his master's
goes to the senior whose military aptitude
The 275 pounds carried drills under anybody other
ball coach at Tennessee A&I State uniEstes, Sr., was awarded Marquette Unidegree program at the University of KenIs evidenced through military courtesy and
around on a 6-1 frame is not than the new coach. Plans
versity, and his first assistant, Joe Gilliam,
versity's Medal of Merit.at a recent ceretucky this summer. Merritt is also a gradiscipline, military hearing and demeanor
a disadvantage for the 36-year- called for afternoon workouts
who came with him to Nashville from Jackmony at the school, and here he is shown
duate of UK.
in the classroom and on the drill field,
„mold Merritt who will be in and a return after dinner to
son State college, Jackson, Miss. Gilliam,
being congratulated by Rev. William F.
scholastic excellence In all military subIlltharge of a "beef train.”
work under the lights.
- Kelley, S.J.: president of the university.
jects and demonstrated capacity for miliMerritt broke the bad news
Merritt is married and is the
Sponsored by the Reserve Officers Asso
to the college at its athletic father of a 13-year-old daughtary leadership. I See story page 3.)
banquet. His teams at Jackson ter.,The new A&I coach gradState chalked up a record of uated from Kentucky State
staff, figures to battle the Red
68 triumphs, 28 losses, and and received a master's degree
Devils to the bitter end.
three ties in the tough Mid- from the University of Kenwest and now the Southwest tucky in 1953.
The top two nines were
Conferences.
Simmons, who was working
scheduled
to begin their best
Merritt's coaching staff will on a three-year building proNASHVILLE -- The 196.2!revealing
his decision
to for three of the four years of
include four assistants from gram that was in its second
two games of three series It
participation.
the present A&I staff, with the year, will be retained as an football Coach of the Year, change schools.
last night
concurrence of Dr. Davis, that instructor in the Department John A. Merritt, head foot-1 "I felt the opportunity at
The Douglass Red Devils, also pitched the season's fi- Bellevue Park
they are good choices. They of Healtth and Physical Edu- ball coach of the national 'Tennessee State presented a
having to win five games in nale. In the latter contest Fow- (Tuesday) with the second
•••
include line coach Raymond cation and as Associate Direc- champion Jackson State col-I great challenge and one that
the last seven days of the base- ler gave up only three hits game carded this afternoon
lege eleven accepted the head I could look
Whitman, Shannon Little and tor of the Student Union.
ball season to nail down their for his fourth win as his mates
forward to."
(Wednesday).
spot
at
Tennessee
State
UniHoward Green. Little and
second consecutive title, nar- went on a 16-hit slugging binge
The 1-7-1 record last season
BETTER CHANCE
Green served under Howard among. other things, was the versity last week.
rowly avoided an upset by to plaster Lester, 16-2. Six A third game if necessary will
After the Falmouth, Ken-.
Tennessee State University's
Gentry when the present prime factor in the ouster of
scoring two times in the sev- Douglass players had two hits. be played the week of May
lucky-born
and
Kentucky
Athletic Director was at the Simmons who came to Ten- head coaching spot had been
enth and added the winning
Hamilton, with a strong 20th.
State College-trained Merritt
reins of the Tigers.
run in the ninth to edge pesky
nessee after a successful coach- vacant since January when accepted the challenge,
Dr. W.
Little, long recognized as a ing stint at East St. Louis, Ill. Lawrence Simmons and the
ITTA BENA, Miss
The Melrose, 4-3, to advance into
entire coaching staff were re- S. Davis, university president
the final round of the District
said, "We feel that we have Mississippi Vocational College
lieved of their grid duties.
One Playoffs.
Delta
Devils
two
swept
trophy
the
best
chance
to
achieve
our
The Tigers' new mentor
honor relays and they were Hamilton, the other finalist,
Merritt, who began his col- goal, which is academic and
athletic
be- placed in other events during had to come from behind
excellence.
We
lege. coaching career at Jackagainst Manassas to down the
son and posted a 68-28-3 life- lieve that we got the best the two-day Tuskegee Relay
Tigers, 3-1, on the Georgia
time record, retained four as- available man for the job." Festival. May 4.
Merritt, a 36-year old 6-1, The Delta Devils upset the Ave. School diamond last Frisistants
Tennessee
from
275-pounder with a master's mighty Southern University day afternoon. The DouglassState's coaching staff.
Cars At Fair Prices
degree from the University of and Florida A & M University Melrose dogfight was played
NEW - USED CARS & TRUCKS
KEEPING-FOUR
on the same date at Lincoln
Kentucky, is married and the squads by sweeping the
Sprint
They are J. C. Coffee, Ray- father of a 13-year old daughPark but the first extra in2461 CARS SOLD THIS YEAR (1963j
mond Whitmon, Shannon D. ter. He is bringing Joe Gilli- Medley Relay in a new record nings playoff game in history
OPEN EVERY MITE
The More We Sell- The More You Save
time of 3:24.4, breaking their
Little,
•
and
Howard
Green.
am from Jackson college with
had to be finished under the
Volumes Makes The Difference -Lower Terms -Lower Prices
own record set in 1962 at Tus.
Little and Green were out him as his first assistant.
lights.
1959 THUNDERBIRD
SOME OF OUR USED CAR SPECIALS
Relaysk A
m f 3:29.4 against
The
of coaching last year and it
In 10 years at Jackson Mer- Florida
Douglass went into the sevoUniversity.
Full Power Solid Gold
was Green's second year of ritt was 41ecteci the Coach
of Delta Devils won their second enth inning trailing 1-3 when
1959 CADILLAC 4 Dr. Sedan Devine inactive status.
the Year for 1961 and 1962, tropty honor in the 440 yard the bottom fell out for Melrose
"I was happy at Jackson," won the national Negro foot1957 CADILLAC
Relay against Southern and after two were out. Pinch batFull Power Air Condition Like New S239500 Merritt explained. "I felt I ball championship last
year Florida in a time of 41.6. The ter Josh Ware singled and
Coupe De Vi!le 2 Door Hardtop 'S
had built a solid program at by defeating Florida A. and
Delta Devils placed second in moved to third with two outs.
the school and anything else M. 22-6 irt Miami-staged
1962 GAL
Sedan 4 Dr.t
explosion
folA
tremendous
n
Pink & Pretty Factory Air, Full Power
I might do would be anti- Orange Blossom Classic, and the 100 yard Dash, second in lowed. Centerfielder Lee 'TayV -8 R.H., F.M.T.C., W. Tires
v° climatic," he told the Jacksim led the Southwest conference the 880 yard Relay, fourth in lor tripled to rightcenter, tally1959 IMPALA
athletic banquet guests wheolin total offense and defense the Mile Relay, and third in ing the tieing run on leftfieldthe Pole Vault.
1960 FORD
FL500 2 Dr. Sedan
er's Prentice Lyons clutch sin2 Dr. V8 Factory Stick In Floor
Outstanding performance for gle. Melrose starter Willie
$89500
Tv Tone V -8, R.H. White Tires
the Delta Devils were' the Fuller was driven from the box
3 Duces Solid Black Beautiful Interior
Sprint Medley team: Cleavon and Douglass loaded the bases
1958 FORD
FL500 2 Dr. Hardtop
Smith, Robert Lynch, Rogers when reliever James SandTIRES
1956 CHEVROLET
McClellan. and Horace Buck- ridge gave up an intentional
Tutone Auto. R.H., W. Tires,
le.y: the 440 yard Relay team: walk. Robert Lee struck out
$89500
2-Door Hard Top Turquoise & Ivory
Discounts Up To 40%
Cleavon Smith. Robert Lynch, to send the game into extra
One Owner-Real Sharp
Equipped
McClellan,
Robert
Lugene
and
frames.
ALSO BIGDISCOUNT ON ALL 1963 DEMONSTRATORS
Turner,
Lynch
sec.
Robert
ran
No Money Down
AND EXEC. CARS. BRING THE FAMILY AND DRIVE
Poor fielding gave Melrose a
PHONE
ond to Robert Hayes of Florida
HOME IN A NEW FORD
good chance to go ahead in the
12 Months To Pay
in a time of 9.5 and Marshall
eighth, but with only one away
Bell won third place honors in
and two players in scoring pothe Pole Vault.
815 East E. H. Crump Blvd.
sition, winning pitcher James
dmisamomussommii•s••••••■
Fowler pitched out of trouble.
•
Phone 525-4446
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
a
a
The Taylor - Lyons combine
teamed up to give the City
champs the victory as the first
two batters in the ninth. Taya
a
OK
MOTOR COMPANY
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
lor walked, stole second arid
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
a
SOMERVILLE
former
—
A
went to third when the throw
•
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
SAFE DRIVER? DESERVE LOWER RATES?
Monday
teacher, Mrs. Lillian K. Can- went into centerfield. On a
• Ilst. Open it A.M. to 6p.m.
CALL ON US. DRIVERS IN TROUBLE TOO,
•
thfU
non, is visiting Fayette Coun- two strike count Lyons came
San. Open 8 AN. to 2 P.M.
•
ty Training school and former,through again with a line shot
Friday
•
students and friends In the over the first baseman's head.
•
4 Dr. HI.,
area. She plans to attend com- Douglass starter James EuP.B. Beautiful Int.
mencement at tfie school. She banks and Fuller pitched credCOLUMBIAN TOWER
1A 6 8977
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
is the house guest of Mrs. E. itably, however, the latter
PluaignimmaNsigamaxim••••••E
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK C. Mabane.
tired near the end. Eubanks
was lifted for a pinchhitter in
V8 4 Door B & W A.T P.B.
the seventh.
drive
stretch
During the
Douglass upended Melrose, 8-4,
and Carver bit the dust 13-5.
Extra Clean 4 Dr. P.S., P.B ,
Eubanks received credit for
Air Conditioned
both wins, his sixth and seventh on a pair of four hitters.
Washington was defeated on
successive days 11-4 and 2-0.
370
4 Dr. WT., V8,
1The whitewash, a two hit job,
was posted by Fowler who
Auto. Solid Black
-=-1:7----

TSU Employs Jackson State's
Merritt As Head Football Coach

Red Devils Win Second
Baseball League Title

Delta Devils b‘in

Honors In Relays
At Tuskegee

LYNN MOTORS

OAKLEY FORD

215 No. Cleveland Street

THE BIG FORD SUPERMARKET

USED CARS
Quality
CLEAN 8t SHARP

1048 UNION—BR 2-3431

$189500

1295".

595

LEE

•

$1495"
$79500

TIRE SALE

BRoadway 6-4621

E CAR WASH $

•••

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•

TRADER

Former Teacher
Visits Here

459 UNION AVENUE
1958 OLDS.

$79500

OK Automobile Insurance

1956 CHEVROLET

Cactus Jack

*Foreign
*Sports
Cars

Bank
Financing
• 95 So. Lauderdale Street
Phone 525-4721

HOEHN

1958 CHRYSLER •

CHEVUNION
ROLE
T
CO.
AVENUE

PHONE 24 HOURS

1957 PLYMOUTH

JA 7-4478

$10" DOWN & $1000 PER WEEK,
APPROVED CREDIT
FOLLOWING CARS SEE HOMER SKELTON ONLY

1955 CHEVROLET 4 Dr. Belair, Radio, Heater
8 Cyl. Automatic Drive
1956 FORD 2 Dr. Radio, Heater
1958 PLYMOUTH 4 Dr. Hard Top Bellevue Der
1957 BUICK 4 Dr. Hard Top
MANY MORE CARS TO SELECT
BRING THIS COUP?N ALONG

$64500

McKenzie

Motel

'Your Home Away From Some'
South's Finest With 75%
,
Wall-To-Wall Carpet
Air Conditioned Suites
Kitchenettes - 4 Sections
3 Parking Spaces
Free Television
Furn. - Cottage - Picnic
3 Entrances - 3 Patios
The Only One Of Its Kind
3 Blks. Off Malvern Ave.
Cor. Henry & Lincoln St.
Win. McKenzie Owner & Mgr.
Phone NA 9-7843
Hot Springs, Ark.
"-Private & Semi-Private Baths

1958 PLYMOUTH
2 Dr. V8, AUTO Sharp

'50" Dow*

1955 BUICK
4 Dr. Hardtop Maroon &
White Local Car

SCI100
Ju Down

1956 OLDS
4 Dr. Hardtop, P. Stu
Brakes 1 Windows

1957 PLYMOUTH
FOUNDATION WORK —
CARPENTRY
LEVEL FLOORS
REPAIR SILL
JOISTS and PIERS
FOR SERVIQE CALL
FA 3-56711

;595"
s5950.
550" Bowl

V8 Stick

SCA00
JV Down

5295"
$395"

1956 BUICK 2 Dr. H.T.P.B
Phone 527-3484
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DEFENDER

SATURDAY, MAY 18, 1963

Blood Donors Are Needed To
'Save Lives And Reduce Cost'

Classified Ads...
Apts. For

Help Wanted

Patients at the City of Mem- nancially. Blood
donations
Rent
phis may help save lives and made in the name of a par- FURNISHED ROOM ?JIM
HAI If
RAGSDALE EMPLOY ENT
ter & lights furnished Phone
reduce Hie cost of their hos- ticular patient in John Gaston BEbath-wa
WHY?
Lin
Beauty Operator to
Work in
5-7124,
Hospital and/or E. H. Crump
BUY New Home With Muddy Yard
White Beauty Shin
,
pital care by encouraging
DECORATED TWO ROOM Maid Comb
$23 irk We're Offering House. Is New DenditIon
Memorial Hospital will help NEWLY
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 665 Short Order Omit
Established
With
Lawn - ?slued Batik520 up
their friends and members of assure each patient of an IL WELLINGTON. UPSTAIRS, $25.00. Maids - Cook
yard - 3 Bedrooms - Combination
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2113
Kitchen And Family Room With Broken
JA 5-4659
their family to donate blood adequate supply of blood
Red Tile Floors eleinkrete Living Room
3-ROOM APT, BRICK DUPLEX VERY WOMAN DAIIIRE6 Jis-ki AS
MAID OR
NICE $40.00. CALL Wit 6-6645 or
medical
to the Hospital's Blood Bank needed for their
baoyaltter five days a Weak. Call: - Car-port -- DL 8 5255 - 398-7662.
JA 6-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
RAINES REALTY CO.
(IL 114-4561
care."
located in the John Gaston
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
WOULD Lthig WOKE AS COMMON
575 RAINES RD.
A credit of $15 will be aphospital unit at 860 Madison
Ironer or keep chlidren.
2 1ge. unfurn. rms. for rent Call: Wit
plied to the patient's hospital
Avenue.
WH 2.3937. call after 3 p.m.
Oscar Marvin, administrator bill for each pint of donated UNIVRNISHED 1500518 FOR RENT Homewor
kers Wanted:
2 arc unfurnished rooms for rut. We will
of the City of Memphis Hos- blood.
send you tne complete names
WH 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
VOICE
CHARM
AND
and addresses. of 50 U.S. firms that PIANO,
Dr. Richard Walker, Medipitals, yesterday said the new
classes. Private or group.. Spertal
PRINTING SHOP FOR RENT
rate to school children. Z. Lois King.
policy, which will help sup- cal Director of the City of Fully Equipped. Cylinder Pre.:
Two
1616 South Parkway East. Pho.Job Presses. Ca/I FA 7-5148 for
Hospitals
ply blood for the patients who Memphis
Blood A12)good
275-0435
deal.
BISHOP W. RALPH WARD
need it, is effective immedi- Bank, and associate professor
DR.
WILLA B. PLAYER
Syracuse Area
ately.
of Pathology at the University
Methodist Church
President
"We hope this new service of Tennessee College of MediBennett College
EX PER IEN CE D
BEA UTICIANn
will enable patients to help cine, said the human body is IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
wanta job as shampooer in will
you would ilk. installed wall
shop or as seamstress JA 3.2664.
themselves medically and Li- the only source of whole blood. to that
wall or cleaned. Call Bob Miller
Keep children in home for working
"Under the new program blood for a free estimate, GL 8-0702,
mothers-by the day, week. or month.
Salesmen
and
donations will help our Blood
saleswomen Call FA 4-5186 for
information
COMPLIM
ENTARY
Rev and Mrs. L Sc'.Meyers
wanted
to
sell
retail advertisBank maintain a reasonable
ing
in
the
Memphis
supply of blood reserves and
mai ket.
COMPLIMENTARY
also ease the financial strain Emma Barbee of the Barbee We pay 25 per cent and 30
per
cent
contract
on the patient."
commission
Ranch, 109 Hornlake Road ga7e
MINEWORKERS WANTED
on the dollar.
We will send you the names and
"The average person has 12
addresses of 50 U.S. firme that URY-Teens at the Sarah Brown to 13 pints of blood and does birth to a beautiful brown and THE TRI STATE
DEFENDER GENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
white faced male colt, ruesdaY
Branch YWCA made a record not miss one pint when it is April 2,
only 25c poeipaid! Rush your name,
236 South Wellington Street address
1963 . . .
and 25c today to Farmer 210
donated,
since
it
replaced
is
sale during their Annual PoTS Fifth Ave„ New York 10, N.Y
Memphis,
Timm
Piano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
tato Chip Drive, (March 31- by body processes within a
GOOD MAP
-T-FriEDS WORK AS POR- like new. Call BR 2-7644 for service.
few weeks," he said. A donor
ter or restaurant worker.
Only $1000.
April 8). A total of 28,451
WH 6-0687
can give more blood eight ONE BOOK CASE, BED. COMPLETE
MASTER
YOUR
PROBLEMS
BY
bags of chips were sold in the weeks later.
ma!tress and spring, one dresser, WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL
Divine Meta-physics" for advice
WORK.
2 chest of drawers. one washing ma- CALL:
and guidance to your problem.. Send
city. Hamilton Junior Y-Teen
a One dinette set, one sewing
The donation requires only
452-1831
birthdate, 3 queehone and $2.00 to
aChine. CALL BR 6-2370, 2152
club and Booker T. Washing- 20 to 30 minutes and is prac- cnhi"
William II. Felton, Ps.D , 2473 SevNEGRO WOMAN EXP,
Piedmont Bt.
FACTORY OR enth Ave. New York
BABY sirriNo. CALL:
30, New York,
ton Senior L- Teen club won tically painless. Donors must PRIVATE
PARTY WOULD LIKE TO
JA. 5-7919
plaques for selling the largest be in good health and 21 to purehase a berne bar In tale condi- NEGRO
WOMAN
WANTS FIVE DAYS
JArksoes 51-83117.
average number of chips per 60 years of age. Persons 18 tion.
work•PrIvate home
948-1273
member. The Junior Y-Teen to 21 can contribute if they
EXPERIENCED
MAID.
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING
NURSE.,
club sold the largest number have the consent of their
Ironer. City references. 5
days a'
Southern Christian
week. JA 7-9043.
of bags of chips - 3,576. The parent, are married, or are
5
Leadership Conference
ACRES
FOR SALE
MEN WANTED
following girls sold the larg- members
of
the
Armed 3108 N. Germantown Road north of Make Up To $2.50 Per Hour
Highway 64 or. Ellendale can be Contact or Call
est number of bags of chips: Forces."
Mr, Hale, 948-0774
by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George Part or full time. Mr.
Hale, 1108
Terri Robinson - Hamilton, Dr. Walker said every per- shown
Gibbet Jr.
S. Lauderdale.
BENNETT COMMENCEMENT
Senior - 624 bags.
PACKARD
SHIRTS
- TAILOR MADE
son belongs to a certain blood
MENIII
No sire too large or too ernall
The 90th commencement exercises at BenTo
sell
Janet Patterson - Hamilton, type, but that to contribute
Luther King will deliver the commenceappliances
and
furniture.'
also
Would like intelligent men.
Exper. in
Junior - 576 bags.
nett college, Greensboro, N. C., will be
Mason, Orthoreut, and Chas. Cheater selling. Must like people.
ment address on June 3. Presiding on both
blood, a person need not be Shoe
can FA 3Representativ
4551.
e.
2259 Park Avenue.
Carolyn McQueen - Washing- the same type as the patient Call WH 2-4513 Bruce
held on June 2-3. with Bishop W. Ralph
occasions and conferring the degrees will
N. BOWE Sr. The Goodyear Appliance & Furniture
ton, Senior - 312 bags.
Co.
Ward preaching the baccalaureate sermon
for whom he is making the CADILLACS -- 55 hard top convert!,
be Dr. Willa B. Player.
Met power, air conditioned. Call JA 7Proceeds from the sale will donation.
GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-IN
at 4 p.m. in Pfeiffer chapel. Dr. Martin
- 9511, $495 cash or terms.
Jobs
535.555 wk
Fare advanced
be used to send some girls on
Mallory Agency 576 Merritt
The City of Memphis HosFOR SALE
Rd..1
an educational tour of Chica- pitals needs approxima
Y
DEEP FREEZERS-$60.00 end up Lynbrook, N
tely
Phone WH 2-4332
MALE A FEMALE SALES
go, and senior Y-Teen girls to
PERSONS1
GAS
RANGES - 329.00 up PHONE
Desirable work for
an Interracial conference at 700 pints of blood every month
WH 2-4332
PART TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS
Tom Sawyer's Appliance Co.
Tusculum College in Green- to fill its basic requirements. FOR SALE
618
E.
McLemore
WRINGER WASHER $35.00 and up
Ph: WE 8.4332
ville, said Miss Neal, director
phone WH 2-4332.
YARD WORE for MEN FOR
Use of
of the Teen-Age program at
HOUSE. Must have other job -House
FOR SALE
work for wife
REFRIGERATORS
Ph. EV 6-4618
319.00
the Sarah Brown Branch
and
up
WI{ 2.4332
YWCA.
James F. Estes, Jr., son of Young Estes, a senior in the
FOR SALE
In observance of National
T.V.
SETS - 569.00
up - PHONE
Atty. and Mrs. James F. Estes, Marquette Universty College of
WH 2-4332
YWCA
Sunday,
Y-Teens
went
Sr., of 777 Hamilton st., Mem1796 PATTRICK
Business Administration, reto
church
a
of
their
choice
on Guaranteed Job in New York
phis, and Detroit, Mich., was
NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
Sunday, April 21st. The fatamong the members of the ceived the Reserve Officers' AsTransporta
tion
Meals
&
OWNER ASSUMES
/lowing churches were visited
MALE A FEMALE SALES PERSONS 445 percent V. A.
Marquette University ROTC sociation "Medal of Merit,"
Loan -$63.22 Monthly
Advanced
by Y-Teens:
Dealt-able work for
Notes; Nothing Down, Or New
unit honored recently at the which is awarded to advanced
FHA
PART
TIME COIJ.EGE STUDENTS Loan With $300 Down Plus
Y-Teens
Closing Cost.
also
participat
ed
ROTC
students
outstandin
of
g
Sawyer. Appliance Co.
school's Annual Review and
306-M & M BLDG MEMPHIS 618 Tom
NEW LOOK
in a city-wide Y-Teen RecE. McLemore
Ph: WH 8-433:
military
aptitude.
3 Bedroom, Tile bath-Fenced Backyard
Awards Day ceremony.
JA 5-3131
ognition
Service
GL 8-5255
at
the
WANTED
Office 398-7682
The event was held at the The presentation was made
MAN WITH CAR OR STATtON
Branch on Sunday, April 28.
TWO NICE HOMES
WAGON
War Memorial Center Lake by Lt. Col. Robert Tetu, USA,
1213
Dempster,
Hardwood
floors,
,The program was highlighted
MUST BE A GO-GETTER
1263 Newark, 3 Bedrooms. Come
Front parade ground in Mil- professor of military science
To deliver and mil papers weekly
are. Euy Terms. Bill Winemiller.
by a panel discussion, "BeSalary phis commission
waukee.
CARTER
and commandant of the unit.
REALTY
CO.
COMPLETES BASIC longing In Today's World,"
New
Tri-State
Publishing
Company
G1, 8-5664 3294 Poplar FA 7-5360
236 South Wellington Street
Y-Teens.
Participating
Airman James M. Quinn, a by
417 MO. PARKWAY EAST
Solve
Your
Problems
'
GUARANTE
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
ED
N.
Y,
LIVE.IN
Jobs,
former student at Porter Jun- were: Luella Maple of Ma$35-955 wk. are advanced. Mallory
CHARMING 7 ROOM BRICK
With
a
Small,
Agency,
Prim Redueed to $11.250.00
Low Cost N. Y. 576 Merrick Rd., Lynbrook. $350.00
icr High school, recently coin- nassas, Delores Tyler
of
CASH, PLUS CLOSING
pleted his basic training at Oates Manor, and Alma WilIf. W. FLOORS. RED GUM TRIM
51r,. L. Fitter
BR 5-6909
1.ackland AFB, Texas, and has liams, of Hamilton. Alva Real Estate Loan
PART TIME OUTSIDF:
LARKIN-GOWAN, INC.
BR 5-8174
SALESMAN WANTED
been sent to Amarillo AFB, Tex- Crivens was chairman. This
NICE
HOME
TO
SELL
MAJOR
FOR
RENT
APPLIANCES.
60 Flat Monthly Payments
3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH.
TV, AND STEREOS.
as, for training as an adminis- program culminated the weekretired or settled couple. Near popuMAKE GOOD MONEY IN YOUR
trative specialist. He is the son long observance of National
lar bus Ilse. Stove FURNISHED.
ppro c.
SPARE TIME.
GOOD YEAR SERVICE STORE
BR 2-3237
cf Mrs, Margaret Quinn of 1600 YWCA Week.
Cosh You
Mo.
2259 PARK AVE.
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER
Stareiridge.
GetSEE MR. TOM DULANEY FOR
Payments
1267 Worthington St.
INFORMATION
3 Bedroom Brick, Call BR 4.4203
S 500.00
$ 12.90
for appointment,
51,000,00
S 23.70
S1,500.00
34.50
$2,000.00
45.50
S2,500.00
$ 56.20
The
New
Highway
Church
SAGLEK AIR STATION,'
of S5,000.00
5110.82
Where you will find the best car value in the
Labrador - Staff Sergeant God In Christ, 840 Shamrock
St.
will
celebrate
first
Mid-South-YOU-be the judge--stop in today.
its
anniGeorge B. Walker of 3089 Mt.
Be Wise! Choose
Olive Rd., Memphis, has ar- versary on Sunday, May 19.
rived here for assignment with There will be services all day
an Air Defense Command with special service at 3 p.m.
Various churches throughout
72 MADISON
unit.
12 Valiant
$1295 '62 Valiant
Sergeant Walker, a fire pro- the city are expe..ted to be
$1695
Light blue 11-200 2-1oor Heater,
Dial JA 6-0637
tection specialist, formerly present. A meal will be served
Station wagon, red and white
wr,,i covers. wow tires. Sharp!
4-door.
Like
new
throughniii
was stationed at Nellis AFB, in the dining room. All are in- ANY
Radio, heater. ww tire,. If so,
TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
19 Fury
$1095 are
looking for a compact wags r
Nev.
vited to come. Mrs. M. Neal,
Snorts Fury. Blue and white 2-this is it!
Illoor hardtop. RAH. torquefille.
''It's
The sergeant, son of Mr. chairman, Elder Mose Carroll,
Better to
yesver brakes. neering, swing '60 Dodge
and Mrs. William H. Walker, pastor, Mrs. M. Moore, report$1095
.651 seats. ww Ores. Extra nice
Borrow
At a Bank'
"ttiroughout.
Factory
eir conditioned.
of 3211 Cypress Rd., Memphis. er.
dark
green 4-door. R&H. torquefilic
17 Cadillac
$1395 power brakes and
steering. no

Houses For Sale

VOL.

Instructions

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Business Services

Y-Teens Set Record
In Potato Chip Sale

Situation Wanted

Special Services

Furn. For Sale

For Sale Misc.

,James Estes, Jr., Receives
ROTC Award At Marquette U.

TRI-STATE.
DEFENDER

CLASSIFIED

ABC
MAIDS

Houses For Sale

help WflTCd

ADS

NEED MONEY?

310 UNION

Airman Arrives At
Base In Labrador

CALLING

State Savings Bank

POWER

ALL

NEWSBOYS

Factory air conditioned.
and white 2-door hardtop.
nydram•tic. power brakes,
ing. seat and windows. ww
Nice.

.11 Tempest

Black
R&M
steertires.

$2195

Light blue 4-door. RIM. whiteWall tires Very nice throughout.
Sr. to appreciate.

12 Fury

$2295

-Convertible. Solid red with white
*op. 305 Golden Commando en-wine. R&M, torqueflite.
power
' /mikes. steering, seat and win-tows,
red vinyl interior.
ww
•I•es. Like new throughout.

$1295

Factory
air
conditioned,
110..
blue 4-door 6V hardtop. RAT'
hydratnatic. power brakes. steer
Wilt and windows ww tires Ex
Ira nice.

'60 Corvair

$995

Shack and white 4-door R&M
ww tires, straight shift.
Very
nice.

'60 Ford

$1295

Stet-liner
VS
2-door
hard,
Turquolee with ww tires. R.&
Ford-o-matle Nice.

$9900
DOWN PAYMENT
'58 Chevrolet .

$795

VA Biscayne 4-door Powerglide
power brakes and steering. Heater. 4 new ww tires. Very nice.

'56 Cadillac
N'

$895

, Factory
a it
conditioned.
60
Special 4-cloor. yellow and white
R&M Hydramatfe, power brakes
steering. windows, ww tires

t

17 Chrysler

$785

Factory sir conditioned Saratoga
4400r. Rd,t11. torqueflite, power
steering ww tires. Nice.

'58 Ford

'58 Plymouth
'57 Plymouth

$495

'56 Chevrolet

$495

VS Relate 2-door hardtop
°wergild, an tiro,

P..tin

'58 Ford

$495

Jet black 2Soor VS
:mak heater. ww tires.

'55 Buick

Ford-o-

$495

VS station wagon, &felt
o.rastic, ww Mee.

Ford-

'56 Plymouth

$395

'57 Plymouth

VS Ration wagon 4-door
two tone paint.

RAH

'55 Pontiac

$395

Air conditioned. dark glue 4.
loon Savoy. Heater, ww tires.
F.xtra nice.

, Light

Slide
$0
!

$295

blue 4-door. R&H

Power.

$895

tight blue 2-door.
tires. Safety belts

Heater

station

$545

'57 Chrysler

$885

White and brown 2-door hardtop
R&M. torquellite, power brakes
and steering. ww tires-

'55 Packard

9495

Gray and white 4-door Clipper.
R&H.
automatic
transmission,
power brakes and Steering, ems
time. Eat', ilk
.
.

MANY MORE TO SELECT FROM
Bank Financing - ist Note Due in July

„ BILL SPEROS
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

'4 310

UNION

COLETTA'S
TAILORS
129 Beale
Tuxedo Rentals For
PROM ANNIVERSARIES
WEDDINGS
COMPLETE ACCESSORIES
FORMAL BALLS
525-9395

WAYNE'S
SHOE 160
STORE Beale
.. St.
COME IN
SEE
FREEMAN
SHOES

ATHAN'S

Open
'Ti! 9 P.M.

JA 66194
IA 5-0586

LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 170 REAL STREET IA 6-5300
LOAN OFFICE
;EPSTE
IN
162464166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL ISANS CONFIDENTIAL

14 & H

CLEANERS
& HATTERS

151 Beal* St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
W• Hav• Benen In BueIn••• 1 5
Yaws, B•cous• W. Aro Sp•clollets In Our FI•Id.
Visit N A H BARBER SHOP
•

_ *Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call IA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

'

MADAM BELL

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis138 BEALE STREET
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
MONEY LOANED ON
back after a long time of being away
Articles of Value
and at last she is back to stay in her
Diamonds
new home.
Jew•lry
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Watches
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetGolf Clubs
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouraged"?
Shotguns-Tools If any of these
are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
WHEN IN NEED
your job or business Is not a success. If you have failA FRIEND TO SEE IS
in the rest come see MADAM HELL at once.
ed
MORRIS'
Located on Highway 61 South, just over MissisMONEY LOANED ON
T. V. - RADIOS - SHOTGUNS
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Iler home
DIAMONDS - SUITS
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
WATCHES - TOOLS
STEREOS
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
AT
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whilehaven Slate Lltie
and get offal Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and see
LOAN OFFICE
'never 1d an office in West Memphis.)
152 BEALE Si.
BELL'S HAND SIGN.
MADA

CAPITOL LOANS

Belvedere VA 2,toor. RAH
button drive. ww tires.

Air conditioned. 4 sir.
wagon. R&H, dynaflow.

53 Chevrolet

Beale St. Shopping Center

$695

ellow and wiutr
R&H, torqueflite, ww or,

WM

red and black 2-door RAM. I0 'I-emetic.

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

tires.

'57 Cadillac

JA 6-1450

N
L

PULLING

To Observe 1st
Anniversary

THERE'S A CAR HERE FOR YOU
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HIGH QUALITY
LOW PRICE -.
You Save Money At

BILL SPEROS

•
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TRY
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TODAY.
CALL
JACKSON
6-8391
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